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FIONA PLACE

The Wasting of Waves
Therapy still came around twice a week while I was in the hospital, like the
scripture lesson's we'd had at school.
navy pleated school
uniformed thoughts, pure
scripture fresh,
centred clean
on whittling diligence,
crease focussed her life
late night pen pushing fury
had seemed purer than boys
she was elegant
box blue neat,
sad wasting
I looked forward to Dr E's visits, but I never let on about it to the staff. They
weren't into psychoanalytical psychotherapy, they saw it as a barbed insult to
their anorexic bed programme. Their rigid little programme that had kept me
confined to bed for weeks.
I guess I still saw Dr E, my shrink from the outside, as a wizard equipped
with the magical wand which he was keeping hidden until the right moment.
They wheeled me down to see him. He just sat stiffly and said nothing about
the treatment. I was embarrassed and felt naked in just my nightgown. I burst
into tears when all he could do was make analogies about helpless babies.
I knew I was helpless. Helpless at getting what I needed from him, and that
same helplessness made me dependent on him. Helplessly dependent.
nibbled sword, she
wanted to carve / bite
the hand that fed her
.I wanted to keep the texture of his voice calm. I never looked at him because
if I let him be whole, with his arms, legs, neck, body and head all joining he
might be too much. So I kept him separate. I kept his voice very separate.
We talked, or rather, implied and inferred. I think I liked him because he
was the only person I knew who could do that. We had a musical framework
of reference.
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she had stayed
with him because of the music
he'd once referred to
an interrupted cadence,
to a father-resented
knowledge

My father had hated my learning the piano. But my dream about Dr E and
his grand piano had been one of the major reasons I'd stayed in therapy, despite
his flat voice.
In the dream Dr E and I were looking at a small part of the garden at my
parent's home. I was trying to tell him about the garden. I explained that my
father didn't like plants that needed pruning, dropped leaves or grew to be tall,
and for that reason it was a fairly unhappy garden.
But Dr E found one flower that was so fragile that the petals dropped to
the ground when he reached out to touch it. I was so happy Dr E liked the
flower, it was my favourite. In the dream we were having our session in my
father's tool room under the house. Usually it was a dark and unpleasant room
and we were forbidden to bother my father when he was there. But now the
room was cosy and inviting and had a grand piano. Dr E was playing the piano
and didn't notice me either.
His daughter was next to him, dressed in a Roman Catholic school uniform.
That alarmed me, I'd never even considered Dr E being Catholic. I asked his
daughter what she wanted to do when she left school and she said music,
although she'd also thought of teaching. Dr E looked up coldly and added that
it was to be only primary school teaching. She hadn't done very well in the
HSC and when I asked her where she was going to study music she said Rozelle
Psychiatric Hospital. I was really uneasy about her and tried to tell Dr E of
his daughter's intentions, but he didn't hear me.
a cold dark-restricted
tool room had
become a sheltered haven
at least in dream
Sometimes though he was a hopeless gardener, he'd tie my red roses morse code
into more and more knots. I couldn't help wishing Dr E would stop being like
me.
I was also terrified of him. I was sure he thought I was a middle class shit
who had had everything. What with a private ScflOOI education, living in a posh
suburb and a scholarship to University, it looked like I had it made.
One of those North Shore women who study languages at University hoping
to meet a nice young man and pass Marriage III, preferably at the same time
as their final exams.
I'd also been to Europe, to study at Nice University. The sort of trip every
girl dreams of, or almost every girl. French men, French food, I should have
had the time of my life.
Instead, I nearly lost it. I wound up in a provincial hospital near Heathrow
on Christmas Eve, after a massive internal haemorrhage. I'd been on a coach
trip in Europe, the sort that puts you up in one star hotels, and you spend all
evening trying to figure out how they even got that one star.
6
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I'd been feeling weaker and weaker, and the coach courier, one of those smart
independent types, kept telling me I was just homesick and that I'd feel better.
I tried to feel better, but I got worse. I remember one night coming to in the
bathroom and having no idea how I'd got there in the first place.
She arranged for me to see several doctors, but none of them could speak
English, and my Italian and German vocabulary, despite two years at
University, failed me. I felt utterly helpless. I also had a deep suspicion that
maybe she was right, that it was all in my head.
By the time we arrived in Venice I couldn't walk and I decided to fly back
to England. I asked her if she could arrange a lift but she said they would be
leaving the next morning at seven and it would be impossible for her to do
so in the limited time. I could either continue or make my own arrangements.
After they'd left the next morning, I lay in bed unable to move. My heart
was pounding and I was scared. One of the porters carried me downstairs to
the switch and I managed to make a booking on the evening plane. I also rang
my aunt and asked her if she could meet me at Heathrow. I knew I was asking
a lot, she hardly knew me and lived a long way from the airport, but it seemed
a responsible sort of request to make. She said she'd be there.
the room
wrestled
black against white
I decided to leave the room at two pm. I was scared of missing the plane and
I didn't trust the Italians to get me there on time.
leathered snakes
twisted and twisted
'you're afraid,
afraid of French
men'
ruthless worming
voices judged and
judged
I had to get out of that room. But the Italians couldn't understand my desperate
need to leave and it took a lot of convincing to get the porter to ring for a
taxi. He carried me out to the car in his arms. I remember thinking, here I
am in the arms of an Italian, every girl's dream, but I hated it. I didn't even
think I'd end up at the airport, I thought the taxi driver could easily murder
me, dump me and take my money.
But he didn't. He even found a wheelchair and took me to the ticket counter,
then bid me farewell.
I asked the woman for my ticket but she refused to issue it. She said I was
too ill to fly. I tried to tell her that was the precise reason I had to fly but she
kept muttering, 'non e possible, non e possible.' But eventually someone else
came over to see what was happening and they told me I could fly if I signed
a certain form.
At first I couldn't figure out what the form had to do with it, but gradually
it became clearer. It was a form to state I'd accept full responsibility for my
death should it occur on the plane. I signed the form and hoped I'd be ok until
the plane left.
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They whisked me through to the empty transit lounge. The red plastic lounges
were empty and I felt scared of dying without anyone knowing. I imagined
drifting off into death while all the planes and happy holiday makers were within
view, through huge glass windows.
As it came closer to departure time, as the big hand got closer to the twelve,
a few people wandered in and sat down on the sticky-looking red lounges. I
must have looked alone. A couple of elderly Scottish ladies took it upon
themselves to stay close to me until we reached Heathrow.
I guess I was lucky, they put me in first class. Only the Scottish ladies weren't
in first class.
We had to make a stop-over in Milan. I was taken off the plane by the
ambulance crew. They kept chatting to themselves and saying over and over,
'pallid a, pallid a, morte, morte.' They wanted me put into hospital. But I refused.
I'd already had my fair share of encounters with foreign doctors who had only
jabbed me with needles and thought I had colic.
I managed to persuade them I would be ok, which was rather doubtful, since
I couldn't even sit up. But I was cool enough to convince them.
she waited
for the plane
waited at Heathrow
for the doctor
waited
for the ambulance
the waiting seemed
to take
everything
The ambulance men covered me with a red blanket and put cottonwool under
my chin. They pretended I was Santa Claus. The casualty sister wasn't
impressed. She jerked me upwards, trying to sit me up, and when I fell straight
back down, hitting my head on the metal examination table she ran out of the
room. I felt like a naughty child and as though she'd gone to fetch the
headmistress. My aunt had stayed in the background. I think she'd thought
I'd just walk off the plane with a cold.
life sounds
hummed
filtered into
a cone of
silence
I waited for the doctor to arrive. She asked me if I'd lost any weight recently
and what colour had my stools been over the last few days. I told her they'd
been black and that I'd lost about 8 kgs. She then seemed to get fainter and
fainter, and I couldn't hear what she was saying.
she drifted
in and
out
The next time I came to, there was a different doctor peering at me. He had
beautiful blond hair and the sort of blue eyes you could imagine swimming
8
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in. He told me not to worry. He said I'd haemorrhaged, and that he was going
to have to put in two needles for the drips, one in each arm.
her mother had
arm
tweezer-picked the
scabs of her
own childhood
I wanted to make some contribution. To help. So when I heard him on the
phone to haematology, I tried to attract his attention, he came over and I told
him I was A rh+. He smiled back at me, put his hand on my arm and told
me he'd still have to run some tests. He then jabbed in the first needle.
I thought how horrible it must be for them, how unfair to be called up on
Christmas Eve at eleven. I imagined how angry they must feel at having to fix
up a silly nineteen year old who hadn't been able to look after herself.
He said I needed to go to intensive care. I was terrified. I hated being so
much trouble.
fluorescent corridors
whited into white
top halving their bodies
Intensive care was cold and machined the sounds of death. Raspy choking
sounds and the noise of their heels on the floor hurt my ears. They hooked
me up to a monitor and tilted me head down. I don't remember all that much
about the first few hours, except being in a lot of pain and not being able to
stay conscious or talk.
Sometimes the sister would talk to me, keep telling me how well I was doing
and not to give up. I wanted her to stay with me, but I couldn't talk, and she
came and went, unaware of how much I wanted her to stay.
the rhythms
of her heart
were worth/ not worth
saving
she had never
experienced such desire
to make contact
she drifted in and
out of the womb
unable to cry for help
I found out later, from my aunt that at one stage I'd begged them to let me
die. She made it quite clear it had embarrassed her and put her in a difficult
position. I felt so guilty, as though I could never make it up to her. But I also
had no recollection of what she was describing. I didn't know what I might
have said.
She had stayed to see if I was going to live and had rung my parents once
she was certain I'd be ok. She stepped in to intensive care to say goodbye, but
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stood at arm's reach. My arms were splinted straight and so sore that I couldn't
reach out to her. And she made no effort to get closer. My veins felt as though
they would burst. She didn't touch me, as though I were evil, dangerous,
something that had to be pushed away.
I felt ashamed and cruel. I knew she would be too exhausted to enjoy
Christmas, especially with the long drive ahead of her back to Shropshire.
she was evil
what else was
there left to think
The nurse didn't seem to worry about my being evil as she combed my hair.
She said she couldn't do much else for me. I didn't mind, I liked her combing
my hair.
The next day they shifted me to the ward. It was a long cold ward, with only
two other patients. I was placed right up at the end of the ward, alone, away
from the other two. I felt as though they were punishing me. They came every
fifteen minutes to check me, attack my body, write it up and dash off. I thought
I was going to die and couldn't understand why they were punishing me.
It was a full week before I could realize why I'd been alone in that ward.
It was for the seriously unwell. And at Christmas most of the patients had been
moved, if possible into the other ward where they held the Christmas party.
Only when they'd put me in the almost empty ward I hadn't known that.
I stayed in hospital for a month. They did tests for cancer and heaps of other
things. They thought I might have had an ulcer. They didn't know. They also
hinted that maybe I'd deliberately taken too many disprin to cause the
haemorrhage. I had taken some, for the headaches and stomach pains. I'd taken
six over three days. Or had I. I didn't know after a while.
My parents refused to fly over. My mother said I would reject her, so she
wasn't going to come. I only spoke to her once. My father wouldn't let her
phone. He said it cost too much.
I wrote to my girlfriend Pippa. I wrote a lot to her. Maybe too much. She
wrote back that she couldn't understand my letters.
During the second week they started giving me tranquillizers. I crept inside
my womb and lost all contact with the present.
I'd first started seeing Dr E when I came home from England.
she could see
no one else
And sitting with him in the interview room, a year later, in my thin nightgown,
next to the wheelchair, blended too closely with the intensive care of England.
It was as though nothing had changed. I was still fighting for my life.
I wanted him to sit with me, to sit with me at meal times. I wanted him to
reach out. But my arms were still stiff.
she wanted to trust
to learn how
again

\0
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she needed the
intensive care
of arms
Maybe Dr E agreed with my aunt. Maybe he too thought I was evil. The fifty
minutes were up.
black time wrapped
she went back to
programmed isolation
cold, long
isolation
she panicked
as Dr E
left/ abandoned her
to the waves

DAVID BUCHANAN
Stand
All that will be left after us in the black earth will be scattered syllables.
Zbigniew Herbert.

From the room where you wrote,
the church-goblins opposite, stared
level at us two levels high, seemingly
pecking at the windows like monsters
from 'Fantasia' induced childhood nightmares.
The North Sea winds whipped the snow
across their faces, sculpturing
their frozen growls over the centuries.
'Whitby in winter is bracing.'
With my hands deep in the pockets
of your coat, I turned back to the desk
where the 'Guardian' lay
weather-beaten amidst your work,
depicting policemen about to charge the Miners
with faces ferocious as gargoyles, peering
through their perspex shields like windows.
WESTERLY, No. I, MARCH, 1988
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ROBERT GRAY

A Summer Evening
They still do as was always done:
they call the children just on night
then make sure of the fly-screen catch,
while moths knock down a shaggy pinch
off themselves or the porch light.
And insects race their bobbins, thick
as a sweat shop, as grass itch,
as matted grass seeds that are stuck
smudgily in bleached leg-hairs.
Another sound: a nutmeg-grater scratch.
It is the time to "Look at yourselves!"
One who's not a parent gazes out
at tree-shapes spread like peacocks on
a lake, the town; at grass-loop shine;
at the empty lit set-up of this street.

And likes the way the paling fence below
is reclining into weeds. A thickened tree
by the house has its bole brush-swiped
with shadow. At this time a milkman came.
Now, the marching-girl movements of Lv.
A horse crops close around arc-lights'
twin metal poles, in the paddock next door,
that rise frolJl concrete for a car-yard
and make a light of grainy plastic there;
the horse, snapped from a speeding car.
Another way, the neon badges, and trees
rank as weeds; that last squeezed light,
beautiful and calm - as when illness emptied
her face. And you had thought, Why not
like this always. Why too late.

12
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ROBERT GRAY

Small Town
Lime-green, all the lowbeamed
headlights coming by on
smoky orange dusk;
in holiday file they cross
white neon of a service station.
Much later, she again looks out,
when the highway is
a smear of grease,
and the Milky Way's blowing there,
a feather in space.
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ANNE LLOYD

Separation
There was never much love lost between, it seemed,
when he agreed. She, of course, had tried before.
On a typical decision day we three runaways
would catch a train to somewhere else, before the
economics hit or a small voice pleaded succinct
surrender: "All our friends are back there Mum."
A few years later, hating myself, I tested on her
new friends' trendy theories: "I'm not ever going to
get married and have kids Mum." She was shocked, ingenuously:
"Where would I be without my two wonderful girls, dear?"
When he left, we three "girls" tiptoed for months,
frightened of waking a sleeping dragon. But he was
quiet, usually. On the telephone he breathed only
rambles of insobriety, and if he came to stay
it was for three short days - an old man harmless enough
apart from benders, we decided, waiting out a wasted life.
He started to tell us, in his sixties, he'd given up drink.
The triumvirate agreed to disbelieve, hesitant to embrace
hope so easily. In dreams, I chastised my sister's
God: "You're a bit bloody late off the mark, aren't you mate?"
Cracked ribs, emphysema, two kidneys failing from pain,
Dad is bundled away in an ambulance as slick as a hearse.
We wave to the crumpled cricket shape,
unashamedly bawl the last of our hate out.

14
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HAZEL ROWLEY

A 'Wanderer': Christina Stead
'A real poet would be a waster, not a conserver. He'd scatter his fragments everywhere,
along the roads, in an automobile, passing a manured paddock, saying Cheerio to a girl
in an apron outside a country pub.' (Adam Constant, in House of all Nations, p.77).

In the Sydney Art Gallery hangs a painting described in Christina Stead's novel
Seven Poor Men of Sydney: 'An old-fashioned picture of the sons of Clovis,
hamstrung, deathly pale, floating bound on a barge down a ghastly grey river.'
(p.207)l Stead, who believed we are deeply influenced by some story encountered
in childhood, was much affected, as a child, by this huge canvas. She commented
in an interview: 'The sons of Clovis, so that they wouldn't inherit, I think is the
idea, were hamstrung and set on a barge and sent down the river. I used to look
and look at those two boys. [ ... J These two going down the river forever. Tied.
Hamstrung. They can't move. I don't know why, but that got me. I still think of
"The Sons of Clovis".'2
This unexpectedly macabre image of exile, saturated as it is with a sense of gloom
and suffering, clashes strangely with the more heroic image of wanderers and
travellers which forms the idealised polarity in Stead's work. Together they provide
a key to an important aspect of Stead's personal mythology - the artist as 'wanderer.'
Stead's comments on the Clovis painting in the interview hints of an Oedipal
struggle. In Seven Poor Men of Sydney, Michael Baguenault dreams about the
painting; in the same dream his father lies in a pool of blood. The Clovis sons, tied
together by rope (and family bonds) are helpless, doomed to drift along, rudderless.
A more positive representation of an exile, who also captured Stead's imagination,
is Ulysses. Explicit reference is made to his odyssey in the preface to For Love Alone.
Australia, that 'island continent' in the 'water hemisphere', is termed a 'great Ithaca.'
The narrator implies that leaving Australia and taking to the sea - which is what
Stead's alter ego Teresa Hawkins does - comes naturally to Australians. Just as
Ulysses set out from the smaller island to the Trojan war, the Australian sets out
to wander the world. The Ulysses image seems to imply that this is not a definitive
departure, that it is a peregrination which circles back to the point of departure rather
than a journey to some other point, whereas, in fact, Stead's fiction never allows
us a sense of closure; wandering and homelessness is portrayed as an ideal condition,
the embodiment of freedom.
Stead's writing suggests that it is not leaving Australia which is important so much
as leaving home. Whether her characters are from a town in England, like Nellie
and Tom Cotter in Cotter's England or from New York, like Edward Massine in
The People with the Dogs, they share a compulsion to leave their families behind
and strike out alone. Yet, whilst celebrating homelessness, they feel a deep
ambivalence - a pull towards the family. For all of them (except Edward Massine
whose own parents are dead but who needs to escape from the 'Massine tribe') 'family
life is poison', 3 yet they find it a struggle to free themselves completely from the family
WESTERLY, No. I, MARCH, 1988
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tendrils - that throttling, indestructible twining vine. 4 Throughout Stead's work
threads a sense of doom - the doomed fate of the individual, the 'clinging vine',5
who is not able to break away from the suffocating grip of the family.
Those who escape are the 'wanderers' - a notion which in Stead's mythology
is closely associated with the 'poet', the artist. These citizens of the world who feel
no particular allegiance to anyone country are observers, open to experience.
Uninterested in making moral judgements, they take what comes, burdened neither
by expectations nor prejudices. The extent to which Stead saw herself in this way
is apparent in interviews with her in later life. She calls herself a 'naturalist', like
her father, because she wanted to observe, not criticize. 6 She consistently claims that
because she has no expectations, she adapts easily; she is breezy about misfortunes
such as missing out on the Britannica Award. Money and fame do not matter, she
declares. This is how she describes herself at the time of a brief visit to Australia
in 1968 - identifying herself with the 'wanderer':
I have had many homes, am easily at home, requiring very little. My first novel (before
Seven Poor Men of Sydney) was to be called The Young Man Will Go Far and then,
The Wraith and the Wanderer, two different novels. [ ... JThe Wanderer, once he has started
out in company of the Wraith, the tramp and his whisperer, does not look over his shoulder.
He does not think of where to live, somewhere, anywhere; anything may happen, awkward
and shameful things do happen; he does not believe it when life is good; by thirty all is
not done, neither the shames nor the lucky strikes. He takes no notice, it is his equal but
different fate, he marries a stranger, loves an outlaw, neighbours with many, speaks with
tongues. So that if he should cross the high bridge of air sometime, going homewards,
he is also on the outward path. 7

The fact that one of her first novels was to be called The Wraith and the Wanderer
and that she still used these terms in 1968 demonstrates the importance and duration
of this motif in Stead's thinking. It seems that the wraith (or whisperer) represents
the artistic soul accompanying the wanderer. In For Love Alone, the idea of the
'wraith' hovers over the narrative during the episodes with Harry Girton. The
paradigmatic wanderer, Harry arouses in Teresa an all-consuming passion. Her lover
of one night only, beside 'the heat and activity of her domestic love for Quick,' [ ... ]
Harry was 'almost a wraith.' (p.493) She told him: 'We are made of smoke. [ ... ] Like
those genies in bottles in the Arabian Nights'. (p.490) The memory of their passionate
night together is something Teresa will carry around with her for ever, a 'foray' from
which she brings back 'milk and honey.' (p.493) The memory and dream of love
is an essential aspect of Stead's myth of the wanderer. It is significant that the
'wanderer' in the above passage marries (a stranger) and loves (an outlaw). Stead's
wanderer is one who loves generously.
On this point, Diana Brydon, in her book Christina Stead, draws attention to
a second painting which made an impression on Stead's imagination and to which
she alludes in For Love Alone - The Embarkation/or Cythera. The younger Teresa,
'throttled with emotion', tells Jonathon Crow that what she wants in life is to make
the passage to her 'secret desires [... ], to Cythera, or whatever island.' (p.192)
Watteau's painting depicts amorous men and women, surrounded by cupids,
languidly setting out on their journey to the island of love. Brydon suggests that
this metaphor of life as a shared voyage of discovery is 'the animating myth behind
Stead's life and work.'8
Much as Stead's female protagonists dream of love - and some, such as Letty
Fox, do not restrict their adventures to the realm of the imagination - they want
something more enduring than the 'bursts of irresponsibility' which Harry Girton
treasures. (FLA, p.466) Adam Constant, in House 0/ all Nations, a wanderer who
resembles Girton, dreams of leaving one of his poems with 'a girl in an apron outside
a country pub as he says 'cheerio', moving on. (p.77) However, Stead's women (and
some of her men, such as Quick), want the continuity and companionship of a fellow
16
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wanderer - a sort of Doppelganger. They also need a man in order to have selfrespect. (Stead, remember, was writing these novels in the thirties and forties.) With
a partner, they feel empowered to embark on a less desperate and more rewarding
journey - the quest for selfhood. The latter connotes the freedom to love and the
associated unleashing of creativity.
Near the end of For Love Alone we see Teresa on a train travelling from Oxford
(where she'd spent the night with Harry Girton) to London (to join her new 'husband'
James Quick). Looking out of the window (a classic female metaphor), a 'strange
thought' comes to her. She suddenly realises that her struggles had ended, that she
had 'reached the gates of the world' : 'the first day lay before her.' She feels as if
she has acquired a 'passport to paradise.' (p.494) Letty Fox. Her Luck, published
the year after For Love Alone, focuses on a very different female protagonist but
the central metaphor of the journey echoes the earlier novel. At the end of the
narrative, Letty Fox, who has finally found herself a partner, declares:
'It's a question of getting through life which is quite a siege, with some self-respect. Before
I was married I had none; now, I respect not only my present position, but also all the
efforts I made, in every direction, to get here. [ ... J The principal thing is, I got a start
in life; and it's from now on. I have a freight, I cast off, the journey has begun'. (p.517)

No longer having to concentrate her energies on an obsessive quest for the right
companion, Letty is able to channel her skills more creatively. It is at this moment
that she writes the exuberant account of her life that constitutes the novel itself.
Stead's myth of a life-journey follows a tripartite structure. 9 The first stage sees
the hero estranged from her or his environment. An unusual character, highly
intelligent and of a creative bent, often a budding writer, is trapped within the
tensions of family life and the mediocrity of the local environment. This culminates
in some sort of explosion of the oedipal drama. The second stage is the escape, a
flight from the suffocating community. The plucky ones cross the water; the more
flighty ones drown. The third stage involves another journey, the journey to selffulfilment, but the hero now carries a 'passport to paradise.'
Louisa (The Man Who Loved Children) and Teresa (For Love Alone) are
modelled on Stead (as she herself says), with For Love Alone taking up the story
a few years after The Man Who Loved Children leaves off. The central character
in Seven Poor Men of Sydney, Michael Baguenault, in some ways resembles this
composite female protagonist - he too feels isolated and alienated within his family
and immediate environment - but his introversion and excentricity do not generate
a means of escape. Set wholly in Sydney during the period in which Stead lived
there, before her departure for Europe in 1928, Seven Poor Men of Sydney presents
the shadow side of the wanderer's destiny, the fate which could have been Teresa's.
The first stage of the protagonist's life-odyssey sees the protagonist struggling to
retain an unusual degree of individuality in an environment which fosters
claustrophobically conventional values. In each case, the source of authority is the
protagonist's father. The Man Who Loved Children announces the oedipal theme
already in the title. The man is Sam Pollit; Louisa, the hero-figure, is the eldest
of his string of children. While the title is not absolutely ironical - Sam Pollit does
Iqve children - its psychological ambiguity soon becomes obvious. While loving
children, Sam also stifles them. A dictator, he is less benevolent than tyrannical.
Louisa lives in a world of her own, 'floating about somewhere between Elysium
and Inferno.' (p.385) An avid reader and scribbler, she increasingly resents the
disparity between her fantasy world and the constraints of family life. A climactic
scene occurs on Sam's fortieth birthday. Louisa, now thirteen, has prepared her
present, a short play about a father and a little girl, which she and a younger sibling
act out in front of their father. Called Tragedy of the Snake-Man, it opens with
the father, Anteios, proclaiming the guilt of his daughter, Megara. (A name which
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resembles that of the composite female hero Louisa/Teresa/ Christina.) Megara
replies: 'My sin is solitude. My joy too. Yet it is queer that in your company only
I feel guilty.' The father, calling her 'beloved daughter', tries to embrace her, and
in so doing, starts to hiss like a snake. Megara calls out: 'father is strangling me.
Murderer!' - whereupon she dies. (ppA08-9)
The play's oedipal undertone is reinforced by the use and reversals of classical
mythology. Anteus was actually a belligerent giant, ultimately strangled by Heracles.
The same Heracles, in a fit of madness, killed his own children by Megara, his wife.
In Louisa's play, Megara tells Anteios she would like to hunt him out - 'like the
daughters of King Lear.' But it is more Hamlet that we think of, with this trope
of a play within another, echoing the oedipal tensions of the macro-drama.
The most bizarre feature of Louisa's violent little melodrama is that it is not
presented in English. Part of her reason for wanting to invent an extensive, secret
language is to conceal her thoughts from her father's prying gaze, but it also serves
to undercut his power. The very language of the play, as well as its content, constitutes
a dramatic affront to her father, who, not understanding a word (until he is shown
the translation), flounders between anger and blustering bewilderment.
It is at first tempting to speculate that this language represented a subversive
attempt to disempower her father by taking over (capital S) Symbolic language,
inventing a private discourse - paradoxical though that might be. However, the
language Louisa invents cannot be said to undercut the Law of the Father; it is far
from the oceanic babble which French feminists such as Kristeva and Cixous validate
as ecriture feminine - a language supposedly closer to that shared by the mother
and child in the imaginary phase, before the infant enters the structured and
patriarchal Symbolic Order. Louisa's is, in fact, an ingenious replacement cipher
constructed from the sounds of Latin, Greek, French and German, with a syntactical
structure homologous to English and inflections resembling Latin. She would have
written the play in French, she declares, if her grammar had been good enough.
The important thing for her is to express herself in an alien language - for it is
only when moving in this realm that she feels herself unshackled by the constraints
of her own culture. This, clearly, is linked to the 'wanderer' motif.
The local community, then, is a force of constraint, inducing in the alienated young
artist-figure sensations of guilt and sin, especially when associated with the father.
This perspective is equally apparent in Seven Poor Men of Sydney. Michael
Baguenault, like Louisa, is buffeted by stronger adults. Like her, he 'wanted to live
alone, in a forest, on a hill-top. He hoped his father and mother, or at least his father,
would die so that he could live alone and free.' (p.l3) In a childhood scene imbued
with oedipal significance and foreshadowing Michael's tragic end, his father decides
to cure the boy of his vertigo by making him descend a steep cliff above the sea.
(Needless to say, the cure doesn't work; the boy becomes 'stuck half-way almost dead
with terror and vertigo' (p.8)). Years later the bad dreams which haunt Michael
suggest that oedipal tensions are still unresolved. He sees his 'father lying in a pool
of blood [ ... J, forests of serpents, dismal rivers flowing without end, as in the "Sons
of Clovis".' (p.207) The association of the father with snakes and strangling recalls
Louisa's play in The Man Who Loved Children.
Louisa and Teresa are both subject to powerful visions of their future elsewhere.
whereas Michael's sense of his future remains dim. All of them are 'wakers and
dreamers';10 during their long waking nights they like to stand at the window and,
by the light of the moon, contemplate their solitude in a mood of heightened, feverish
ecstacy - feeling an exhilarating sense of their difference from those around them
who are sleeping 'like logs' (TM WLC, p.61). This passage from The Man Who Loved
Children is remarkably similar to passages in the other two novels. Louisa:
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felt a growling, sullen power in herself which was merely darkness to the splendid sunrise
that she felt certain would flash in her in a few years. She acknowledged her unwieldiness
and unhandiness in this little world, but she had an utter contempt for everyone associated
with her, father, stepmother, even brothers and sisters [.. .], Louie knew she was the ugly
duckling. But when a swan she would never come sailing back into their village pond;
she would be somewhere away, unheard of, on the lily-rimmed oceans of the world. (pp.9394)

Teresa, on her 'long waking nights', dreams 'hotly' of love and escape. (p.73)
Steeped in literature, in myth and romance, she knew she belonged in another place:
'It was a country from which she, a born citizen, was exiled. She struggled towards
it.' When by herself, Teresa entertains herself with her 'private movies' - these 'orgies'
- within her, and at such times she feels a 'liberty of head and mind', along with
a 'vigorous discontent which was pushing her out into the world faster and faster.'
(p.85) Just as Louisa senses a strong affinity with the 'night rider' whom she imagines
galloping past her house at night on a red mare, Teresa imagines herself walking
along cliffs on a starlit night with her lover - 'two figures enlaced.' (p.73)
Michael, too, is 'ravaged by waking dreams' (p.13) when he feels 'dimly that he
had in his bosom, if he could only force it out, the secret of greatness' (p.ll), but
he lacks inner conviction. Nor does he see himself as a writer, whereas, as Joan
Lidoff points out, Louisa and Teresa are determined 'to write the script for [their]
own life.'"
Successful escape from home seems to depend on a capacity to resolve the oedipal
tensions - however violent the means. Although Louisa has the daughter strangled
by her snake-father in the play she writes, in her own life she has an entirely different
plot in mind. She resolves to kill her parents, and she actually succeeds in killing
her stepmother. Here, the realism of The Man Who Loved Children dissolves into
fantasy, the child's oedipal fantasy; credibility is suspended - without diminishing
the force of the narrative itself. Louisa then runs away, wondering why she didn't
do it before, and tells herself, smiling secretly: 'I have gone for a walk round the
world.' (p.523)
The protagonist must be able to channel his or her unusual creative power in
a positive direction. As Lidoff comments: 'One of Stead's persistent themes is the
destructiveness of unrealized creative powers. Without the capacity to find external
channels of expression, the inner life preys upon itself and becomes destructive rather
than generative."2 Whereas Louisa and Teresa are able to find positive expression
for their fantasies, Michael Baguenault isn't. Nor is his half-sister, Catherine, who
ends up in a mental asylum. Michael and Catherine's quasi-incestuous love for each
other is further indication of their incapacity to overcome what are inevitably
portrayed, in Stead's fiction, as regressive family bonds.
Michael, in this respect the mirror-image of Louisa and Teresa, has a mother who
pampers him and a stepfather who begrudges his existence. (In Teresa's case, the
mother is dead.) A doomed son-of-Clovis, he is bound and effectively hamstrung
by his father - actually his stepfather. As a child, 'his father, whom he despised,
[ ... ] still had entire dominion over him. If he spoke an idea out aloud and his father
guffawed, he felt nauseous'. (p.lO) Like Teresa, he lives on the bay, near the heads
where Sydney harbour opens onto the Pacific Oean. (This is based on Watson's Bay,
where Stead spent her adolescent years.) On both of these characters, isolated as
they are from those around them, the sea exerts a strong pull. However, the sea
is also the means whereby their fates diverge. Whereas Teresa sees travel to foreign
ports as the step she must take to extricate herself from the mediocrity which
surrounds her, Michael chooses to fling himself over a cliff top into the sea - a
scene which, in view of the childhood incident, symbolises his father's continuing
dominion over his life.
In their different ways, both Teresa and Michael spectacularly repudiate the third
alternative, a fate which, for an artistic soul, is depicted as virtually worse than death.
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This is the choice Joseph BaguenauJt, Michael's cousin, makes - to ignore the pull
of the sea and settle down on the dull shore. A printer by trade, he tells his friend:
'I'm a letter of ordinary script. Events are printed with me face downwards. [ ... ]
Every single power there is has over me a [ ... ] sovereignty,jurisdiction and dominion'.
(p.3l6)
In Seven Poor Men of Sydney it is only the character who leaves Australia at
the end of the novel, taking a ship to the United States, in whom we sense real
hope and vitality. Dreaming of academic scholarship in foreign parts, Baruch
Mendelssohn leaves, he says, 'to prepare [his] understanding for the next step.' (p.31O)
Teresa, too, in For Love Alone, takes a ship away from her village pond and out
into the world. She sees exile as her only hope in her quest for selfhood. As Drusilla
Modjeska emphasises in her book Exiles at Home, the obsessiveness with which
Teresa half starves herself to save up to leave is 'not simply a choice between dreary
Sydney and exciting London. For Love Alone is the story of Teresa's quest for herself,
for her own creativity and freedom to 10ve.'13 The outcome, however, even after
having made it to London, was not necessarily bound to be positive. Weak from
her privations, and rejected by Jonathon Crow, Teresa is close to mental collapse.
At night she is wracked with torment: 'the strange orchestra with fifes and tympani
began to beat, which had been getting louder and more furious each night.' She
is ashamed, suddenly, of 'the rigmarole of her buffoon Odyssey torn out of privations
of which Jonathon knew nothing.' (p.348) In the novel she is writing, called The
Seven Houses of Love, she portrays seven ages, or houses, through which
'abandoned, unloved women' pass. (pAI9) In the seventh house the only act of selfaffirmation left to such women is 'to die terribly by will' (pA21) - an act which
reminds us of Michael BaguenauJt's final choice.
Teresa tells herself she is leaving Australia for two reasons - to study at a
European university and to join a man, Jonathon Crow. Susan Higgins comments
that 'these two passions, for knowledge and for love, merge and focus on him: he
becomes a symbol of the life she wants as a student and traveller.'14 The other men
Teresa loves are equally associated in her mind with 'track-making and wandering'
as well as a thirst for knowledge. (pA92) In particular, she romanticises Harry Girton,
an Oxford graduate and radical writer, an Englishman formed by his own island's
sea-story and who professes that his greatest delight is to be an anonymous presence
in an unknown land: 15
he would only be happy again when he was among strangers, who spoke a strange language.
I ask is to be unknown to all that know me." These words soothed her, for in
them she heard the wind that blew for her from some remote region where she wanted
to be. Relatives, home, living, and holy dying also tired her; she saw herself, too, as going
alone, into other regions, even though she would probably never have the energy or strength
to do so. (p.487)

[...J"All

A similar character to Girton, and to Adam Constant in House of all Nations,
is portrayed in Stead's short story 'A Harmless Affair.' Paul is leaving for China
and Lydia dreams of 'following him in his many wanderings more than anything
else'16 - barefoot if necessary. In all three cases, it is not the smitten female characters
alone who romanticise this wanderer-hero: so does the narrative itself.
When she is not intoxicated by the physical presence of her lover, Teresa is aware
that her own desires are not identical to Girton's. If she is exhilarated by the thought
of remote regions and anonymity, she does not really visualise herself as being lonely
as a cloud in the Australian sky. She needs a fellow 'stranger.' In this, Teresa (like
Lydia) is identical with her creator Christina, who commented that for her freedom
meant 'association with other people, and especially a sexual partner, a companion,
a mate.'17 Indeed, Teresa had already found this in James Quick. (He, like Baruch
Mendelssohn in Seven Poor Men of Sydney, is based on Stead's husband William
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BIech, an archetypal 'wandering Jew.') Their union, far away from their relatives,
in a big anonymous city, is described as one of those 'lonely distant unions known
to wanderers', where the witnesses are 'two street cleaners and a messenger boy.'
The narrator, unusually foregrounded and in an exceptionally unequivocal and
hortatory tone, tells us: 'These are the happy marriages'. (p.461) Certainly, Teresa's
marriage at the end of the novel is presented in striking contrast to her Sydney
cousin's at the beginning, an occasion on which both the bride and Teresa herself
feel like aliens in the heart of their extended family.
Christina Stead herself, twenty-six when she left for Europe, did return to
Australia ~ unlike her fictional counterparts. She was seventy-two when she crossed
'the high bridge of air' heading homewards. It is significant that when writing of
her return she compares herself with Ulysses: 'I came by air, [... ] Ulysses home without
all the reconnoitering of coasts '.18
A second difference between her and Ulysses was more poignant. For Stead,
coming back to her Ithaca was not the return to home, hearth and waiting spouse
which awaited the Greek hero. Tragically, William Blake l8 had died, in 1968. The
wanderer had lost her companion. It seems that with him she lost her spiritual home
and her creative impulse; she found herself unable to settle to serious writing after
his death.
But the wanderer 'does not look over [her] shoulder.' And ~ so people say
Christina Stead did not complain.
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ELIZABETH SMITHER

A small orchard in suburbia
Behind the house where earthworks have left
The raw bank, an undisturbed cloth
Raises the orchard trees' calm candelabra.
Often around the samovar they spoke French
In small blossoming phrases, leading nowhere
But inserting culture, one step from dreaming
And had 'a month in the country' in which
The trees developed and conclusions came
Often simply the conclusion of unpacking
Or the sudden flash of green or cream
The flash flood of a blush under a parasol
The long deep look, the intimate grouping
Which revealed its cogs, then blinked
And was rescued by the dinner gong
A hunt for butterflies or theatricals.
Quite small holdings have them too:
This small sweep of self-controlling green
The watcher watched, the mise en scene.
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AILEEN KELLY

Sense
the body clumsy interpreter slides
a sweaty palm across sweet reason
smiles for anxiety
makes a cock-up of simple affection
stumbles habitually shambling off the wire
(perfectly tensioned for the mind's high delicate act)
floundering down grin-first as drums roll and
tangles its long shoes in the safety-net defying rescue
words do no better dragging sounds
rhythms implications of a hundred
thousand previous owners (oh for careful old ladies
who would use them only on Sundays) (oh
but new word is no word) malodorously
across the evasive track
only occasionally
some image (body's sense surprised
in a corner of words) turns flickers into meaning
before the mind's breath stammering with excitement
blows it out blows it away
(was it a way?)
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AILEEN KELLY

Homecoming
After insult, doubt and shaky bridges,
the upward paths which backslid into mud,
mistaken leaps, the foreign maps misread,
betrayed year and again to no-one's good:
to come at last to quiet turf and sure
footing, to find us come by different ways
to the same door;
to come by the same door
to homecoming, your cat my chair our books
and armed with each other, find a familiar bed
where longlast love is made of the bitter days
passed; where we lie at ease, exotic and known,
to entwine laughing, drift in our pure each-light;
to hold, hold at dreamslength the uncoupling night
when one must come to lie in this bed alone.
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MICHAEL COATS

The Chess Player
A decade ago Q. had found a way of living which was pleasant enough, and ever
since things had not changed. He worked as a clerk in an office in our city. He
lived alone in a small comfortable flat. Each morning he walked from his flat to
the office, and late each afternoon he walked from the office back to his flat. As
he walked he looked at the buildings and houses and cars, and up at the sky.
Q. was a thin bespectacled fellow with a pale face. He was quiet, withdrawn,
obliging. Other people rarely noticed him. His clothes were neat and conservative,
and he always wore his favourite colours - pale blue and grey. Amid our city Q.
led a contented, solitary, apparently passionless existence.
Q.'s bedroom was long and narrow, with his bed at one end and a small square
window at the other, the eastern end. Beneath the window stood a desk, and upon
the desk an old wooden chess set, the white and black pieces set up ready for a
game. Q. liked to wake up in the mornings and see the chess pieces set up in this
way, suggestive of the many hundreds of games he had played or watched. And
he liked to wake up and see the bright morning sky framed in the small square
window - pale blue, or blue and white, or grey.

Chaos! All is jumbled! A tangled mesh of possibilities. 0 my daemon, help me!
Show me a way through the chaos ...
Ah! I see the shadow of a pattern. Daemon, is this the way? ...
Each day Q. woke at a quarter to seven. He lay in bed, blinked, looked up at
the small square of morning sky. Brightness and shadow; blues and whites and greys.
It pleased him. He lay in bed for quarter of an hour, warm and cosy. Then he got
up, showered quickly, shaved. His clothes would be draped over his desk chair. He
put them on, making sure shirt and trousers were uncreased. For breakfast Q. ate
muesli, with wheatgerm to ease his piles. He sipped black coffee. It was quiet. Sitting
on a stool at the kitchen bench, he stared at the swirly pattern in the wallpaper.
At half-past seven it was time to leave for work. Q. walked briskly. With him
he took only his lunch, in a pale blue lunchbox, the same lunch box he had taken
to school as a child. When he came to the main road he stiffened slightly against
the traffic-growl, the sense of being observed.
Q.'s office was without windows. An oil painting of an outback homestead hung
on the wall opposite, above a row of grey filing cabinets. Q. sat at his desk behind
piles of files. He worked at a steady pace, reviewing files and documents. Other
clerks worked in the office, hidden behind partitions. Behind the partition
immediately to Q.'s right worked a young clerk named Sue. She nodded hello to
him when he arrived in the morning. Otherwise, like the other clerks, she apparently
sensed that Q. was a fellow content to keep his own company. Twice a week the
chief manager, Mr Chalmers, visited Q. He invariably complimented Q. on doing
"a good job of work".
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After the day's routine Q. entertained himself at nights by listening to classical
music on his radio, or occasionally to a talk-back show. He might watch television,
or read a newspaper. For dinner Q. cooked up some potatoes and an egg or chop.
He made his cut lunch in readiness for the morrow.
Near bed-time Q. changed into his pyjamas, and sat down at his desk beneath
the square window. Before him stood his old wooden chess set. Q.'s thin frame bent
over the chessboard. For forty minutes he studied and memorized strategic
principles, tactical motifs, opening variations, example games by the masters. He
became excited. Ideas rushed into his head. They rushed into view from all sides,
like road-side scenery before a speeding car. For a little while Q. came alive.
On Fridays after work Q. went to the staff "happy hour". He found it a bit of
a strain. People drank a lot of alcohol. Even Mr. Chalmers became quite indifferent
to him. Q. was glad when the clock came around to six. Then he could excuse himself.
For Friday was a special night in Q.'s week. Friday was club chess night.
Chess night! Q. always arrived at the Chess Centre - in the basement of a city
skyscraper - quarter of an hour before play was due to begin. His captain, Tony,
greeted him cheerfully and wished him "good luck" for his game. The Chess Centre
filled up with players. On the outside Q. remained quiet, withdrawn, unexceptional.
On the inside, he focused his attention on the chessboard. He became intense.
The gamesmaster said, "Begin!" The play was on. Q. sat in meditative pose with
his hands clasped together resting at the edge of the table. Before him was the
chessboard. Pieces moved, ideas took form, a fascinating chaos arose. Q. became
so utterly involved that nothing could distract his attention from the chess game.
Coughs, cigarette smoke, talking, a hyperactive opponent - nothing could distract
him. Q.'s chess thought rose up and took command.

Chaos! All is jumbled! Queens, knights, bishops, rooks, pawns, kings. A tangled
mesh ofpossibilities . . .
o my daemon, help me! Show me a way through the chaos. Tell me the right
move ...
Ah! I see a shape. It is beautiful! ... But is this the move? 0 daemon, speak! ...
Q. was passionate at the chessboard! It was as if he had squashed all his creativity,
all his lust for life and adventure and pleasure, into one small fragment of his being
- his chess-playing. His choice of move was guided by conscious insights and efforts,
but within the conscious boundaries his final decision came from something
unconscious, something inexpressible and essentially unknown to him. This
unconscious something, upon which Q.'s chess-playing ability intimately depended,
he called his chess "daemon". It spoke to him from within. Q. concentrated and
concentrated, the better to hear the soft voice of his beloved daemon.
Sadly for Q., he had never been able to hear that soft voice quite clearly. Often
he had had to guess its message. And so, in spite of the peerless intensity of his
efforts, Q. was after all merely an average chess player. His indifferent performance
record seemed to match his quiet, unremarkable appearance. He played the lowest
"board" in his club's team - board five.
Q. took a break from chess on the weekend. His weekends were quiet affairs.
He would sleep in for an hour or two. He was in the habit of going for long walks
through the suburbs. Often he would set out in mid-morning, taking only some lunch
(in his pale blue lunchbox), and walk all day until dusk. Then he became a lone
thin figure, dressed in pale blue and grey, wandering silently through the endless
back-streets of our city.
He walked swiftly, past cedars and plane trees, ash trees and gums. Children played
in the streets and in front gardens. Above was the wide sky with its ever-changing
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cloud patterns and its blues and whites and greys. Always there was the city hum
of motor traffic.
Q. walked and walked. Over the years the suburbs became deeply familiar to him.
As he walked, he always had a sense of "having been here before".
One Friday night something felt different.

Chaos! All is jumbled! Queens. knights. bishops. rooks. pawns. kings. A tangled
mesh ofpossibilities '.' .
Q. gazed at the chessboard. He saw the usual chaos, wonderfully pregnant with
possible moves and plans. Which way to go?

o my daemon. help me! Show me a way through the chaos. Tell me the right
move ...
Q. was startled. A voice, a loud voice, was sounding within him. As he gazed
at the board the chaos seemed to be dissolving before his eyes.

Ah! I see a shape. Ah! My daemon. J hear you! ... This is my move. yes? 0
my daemon. how clearly you speak! ... It is afine move. So.
Q.'s daemon had spoken to him, loudly and clearly! Q. hastened to play his move.
As the game progressed Q.'s daemon continued to speak loudly and clearly. Soon
Q. was crushing his opponent.
The chaos grew mysteriously into a beautiful pattern, the pattern into a spectacular
victory. His opponent shook Q.'s hand, smiled broadly. He said that when someone
played as brilliantly as that, "my friend", he was happy to lose to him any day.
The following week Q. won again in dazzling style. And again the following week.
He was promoted up the team order. He kept winning. His opponents regarded
him with respectful glances. When he won they congratulated him with friendly
smiles. Q.'s own team mates were amazed. One week they insisted on shouting him
out to dinner; Q. got drunk. He was promoted to top board. He won again. When
he entered the Chess Centre now everyone knew him. People smiled to him, patted
him on the back, kept glancing at him. And as the night wore on a little crowd
of other players would form by Q.'s table to watch his game.
To think, to strive, to create an art-work. How good it felt!
The club chess season ended. Q.'s team placed third in the competition, greatly
assisted by Q.'s efforts. Under the persuasion of his team mates, Q. entered our state's
annual open chess championship.
Curiously, at this time the appearance of things seemed to change for Q. How?
He could not say. At the happy hour one Friday he stayed well past the hour without
realizing it, and was almost late for chess. Now he would share a drink with the
others. He liked the sensation of joining in. People included him in their
conversations. And at work the other clerks seemed suddenly to become friendlier.
Sue, who worked nearest Q., would chat with him at least once a day. She wore
a tight red skivvy and jeans. She asked Q. about his chess.
Q. began to feel - how could he describe it? - buoyant, excited with a vague
daily anticipation, as if the way ahead were lined with new and previously unknown
pleasures.
The rise of Q.'s chess-playing reached a climax at the state open chess
championship. Q. won his first six games straight. He beat the tournament favourite,
winner of two past championships. Five rounds remained: if Q. could win a couple
more games and draw the rest he would become a state chess champion. In the
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seventh game, at a critical stage after thirty moves, Q. as usual sought the voice
of his daemon. His daemon spoke. However, what it told him was not a chess move,
but the simple incomprehensible phrase, "Don't walk Q., run." And no matter how
furiously Q. concentrated on the chessboard, no matter how desperately he begged
his daemon to speak of chess, the daemon spoke to him with but one refrain: "Don't
walk Q., run. "
Q. was unsettled, and his allotted chess-time was rapidly expiring. He blundered.
Several grandiloquent sighs issued from the surrounding crowd of spectators. His
opponent raised his eyebrows, pouted his lips. Q. had lost his queen. The position
was hopeless. Q. resigned the game. After this debacle Q.'s daemon never again told
him a chess move. In a dismal collapse, Q. lost each of his remaining four games.
He fell way behind the tournament leaders. The spectators and other players
gradually lost interest in him. As he struggled through his last game, losing for the
fifth time in succession, Q. reflected: I feel like I used to feel in the old days, before
my strange winning streak began.
Q.'s chess-playing had failed. What had risen so suddenly and without warning
- marvellous, inexplicable, dreamlike - had now equally suddenly and
unexpectedly fallen.
Q. lost his confidence. His life returned to its old pattern. He woke to see a small
square of the bright morning sky. The day he spent working in an office. The evenings
he passed alone. He had no close friends. On the weekends he took long walks
through the back-streets of our city.
Quiet.
Alone.
Same.
Q. thought: but how could this be? His life had changed - from ... dull and
lonely, to ... interesting, hopeful, desirable - only to return to the old way as if
nothing had happened. Why??
Strange things began to happen, little unruly irruptions which upset the smooth
orderly routine of Q.'s life. Odd moods came over him. One day at work in a fit
of absent-mindedness Q. took a bundle of important files from his "out" tray and
filed them away - in the bin. When it was discovered what had happened, Mr.
Chalmers gave Q. a severe dressing down. Q. came to feel that his job was futile.
He indulged in daydreaming. He had an erotic daydream about Sue. She had stopped
her habit of chatting with him. The other clerks also seemed less friendly. Q. gave
up going to the happy hour.
For some reason Q. found he could no longer enjoy his weekend walks as of old.
He wanted to walk in a new city, or in a foreign land. Or he would want to break
into a jog, to run, to sprint!
And most significant of all, though when the new chess season began Q. found
himself playing again - he was soon back on board five - the fact was, chess
no longer excited him. Instead, he became interested in the people in the Chess
Centre, whom he had never really noticed before. They were mostly men. Some
wore dull or frayed clothes, others were very smartly dressed. Some looked haggard
and worn out, others had a supercilious air, and still others were merely quiet and
reserved, rather like himself. Q. felt at once attracted to and disturbed by these people.
Life went on. Work became a burden, walks became runs, chess became peoplewatching.
Warm.
He opened his eyes. Sunbeams splashed a part of his pillow, where his face had
been.
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There, across his bedroom, he saw the morning sky. Bright pale blue sky, thin
white streaks of clouds, luminescence. The old scene. Beneath the sky-vision, the
desk with the old chess set standing upon it, set up as always ready for a game.
The two rows of white pieces, the two rows of black pieces, the checkered board.
The old scene.
A searing pain stabbed Q. in the chest, burned, he sat bolt-upright in his bed.
He stared out through the window. Tears started to his eyes. The old scene, it was
only the old scene, nothing more than the same old old morning bedroom scene.
Help!
Throbbing chest, throbbing eyes.
Q. leapt up out of bed across to the desk and with one violent deliberate sweep
of his left arm swept the chess pieces away off the board smashing into the wall,
chess pieces disintegrating, bits flying in all directions, one almighty bang.
He sagged forward, leant on the desk, looked up through his tears through the
square window at the old new morning sky.
Help!
He was smiling.
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MARGARET SUTHERLAND

Visitor's Book
SUVA RAIN
Any parched desert traveller, every stranded ship, each cracked mud puddle and
pot-plant dying of neglect should come to Suva when it rains.
In my country, rain is a time of dripping drains and bills that must be paid
regardless of the weather.
Suva rain is happy. People laugh, standing in it. Frogs pounce joyfully on the
sopping lawns.
Suva rain is like the Last Post or the Changing of the Guard.
People stand to attention, witnessing.
Suva rain is not a cliche descending in buckets cats or dogs like the slops from
some macabre vivisection centre in the sky. A rain storm here is theatre. In the wings
of mist the mountains wait. The lights go down, drums roll, the drama of reunion
unfolds as the earth opens itself to heaven's entry.
The selfish intensity of lovers obliterates all other art.
It is raining again in Suva.
THE BEACH IN SUVA
Women dress up for Suva. Fijians glide in sulus, their Nefertiti heads high. Indians
float above multicoloured sari gardens.
Only the tourists are looking for the beach. In tiny shorts and huge sombreros,
they search duty-free shops, but they are misinformed. I have yet to see a beach
for sale, an ocean dripping from a shopping bag. There are no beaches here.
There are islands just off the coast. They have beaches but you need a boat.
There are shells in long flat drawers, at the museum.
There is a shark in the aquarium, revolving in its tank like an astronaut doomed
for ever to the silent wastes of space. It is a sad and thought-provoking presence,
but it is not a beach.
Where should I direct these disappointed visitors? Could the Yacht Club help?
Should they consult fisherwomen who prise shellfish from the stale harbour's lowtide mud?
Southern Funerals might hold riparian rights to some farther shore - just go
past the halal butcher and Bob's tattoo store and tum left into Amy Street. Someone
will be busy laminating or painting coffins, fitting glass windows or a trim of lace.
Southern Funerals is a family business. If anyone can help, they will.
It's such a shame. Hot and tired, their expectations let down, the visitors trail
along the spangled wharf. They say the traders rip you off and the shopping's not
up to Sydney's and the men stare at women in shorts. One by one they are sucked
in by the great white vacuum cleaner of the Oriana.
It is hard to be a tourist in a land unadapted to our requirements. I just don't
know where to send these strangers going to the beach in Suva.
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LECTURING SUVA
Suva, your nocturnal habits leave a lot to be desired!
Up all night, hanging round the streets, consorting with Korean fishermen, gambling
in the mahjong house, drinking, shattering the night with taxi horns and setting
half the city dogs off.
Look at you! Dark rings and hardly able to make it to the breakfast table for
black coffee.
New York may retreat under the covers and pretend the alarm never rang, but
not you. You are just west of the international date line, where the new day begins.
Many things you may get away with, but not your longitude.
There'll be no sleep in. The roosters will see to it. The morning horns will see
to it. The rest of the dogs will see to it.
For both our sakes, Suva ... have an early night?
(Never listens/does what she likes/won't take anyone's advice well she'll learn/
can't burn the candle at both ends for ever ... )

MIRACLES IN SUVA
An Indian householder gets up one day to find a strange mushroom growing in
his yard. It has the face of the Hindu god, Vishnu. A photographer comes from
the Fijian Times to record this great sign of fortune, now enshrined and reverenced
with incense stick and marigolds.
In a nearby village, a blasted mahogany tree stands upright by itself. Last year's
hurricane uprooted it and there it lay, its branches hacked away for firewood. Twelve
months passed. This week it resurrects itself. When the villagers awaken, there it
is, erect.
A photographer is called on this occasion also. The tree that stood up is there
for all to see, on the front page of the newspaper. A forestry expert who inspects
the miraculous mahogany tree suggests that the roots have accumulated a dense
weight of soil and grass which, on the see-saw principle, has tilted the tree upright.
The villagers say they have been blessed by God.
The scrum collapses on a nineteen-year-old Fijian rugby player.
His spine is injured. He becomes a quadriplegic.
He too is interviewed and asked to comment on this mishap. His photo is published
in the paper. He is a boy of strong faith, he says, smiling from his hospital bed.
He is praying for a miracle.
Meanwhile the nurses will wash the body of this superbly physical young man.
They will cut up his food and feed him. They will try to prevent festering bedsores
from eating into his shoulders and buttocks. They will insert suppositories, knead
his abdomen and help him move his bowels.
He will need the blessings of gods to traverse his dark night of suffering; for his
severed roots to again take hold, believing somehow in life.
May he have that miracle.
A HINDU HAIRDRESSER
She was looking forward to her wedding - an arranged marriage.
Strangers committing themselves for life - an amazing prospect!
As she cut my hair, she talked, and I found in myself thoughts alien to my culture.
It is bad to be fatalistic in my society. People should know what is best for them,
and how they will achieve it.
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Some seem to. I don't know where they found these things out but this is what
they say and they seem sure.
An Indian woman thinks differently.
She believes there is plenty of time to learn.
When you have ten thousand lives behind you and another ten thousand ahead,
instant definition is less of an issue. You may digress, falter, fail, because, in twenty
thousand lifetimes, what is the occasional failure?
What is primitive about this idea?
Values are different and life is more mysterious when you believe in many turns
of the wheel.
Rocks have more than seventy years to achieve their final tempering.
Might not I be allowed what a rock is allowed by the evolutionary blueprint?
I think it is an orderly possibility.

SUVA CUCKOOS
Living in this apartment is like inhabiting a cuckoo clock.
At regular intervals you open the front door and emerge.
You stay out for a while. Then you go in.
There are two hard chairs on the terrace. Their tube frames are rusting. You
discover this too late, when you find brown stains on your washing.
This simple but comfortable hotel is three storeys high. From the terrace you count
the rooms. Each floor has four units, making twelve per wing. The two wings are
at right angles. When the hotel is full, and you have tired of perusing the Fiji Times
or reading your letters from home, you alight on your tube frame chair, nibble
Prasad's chilli peas and stare at a microcosm of the world on the twelve terraces
across from you.
Other cuckoos have emerged from other interiors.
They will be doing much the same as you. At breakfast time they eat breakfast.
If it is sunset, they will watch it.
There is a limited range of activity available on a terrace nine feet by four.
The mosquitoes bite. Unless you are a Zen monk (I would be surprised if they
frequent even simple though comfortable hotels) you get annoyed. You slap! miss!
slap! miss, and you plot.
Across the way, the white woman stretched out sits up and gives her Fijian lover
a wallop. They laugh as she inspects the insect corpse and dips her head to lick
his blood. She lies down again. He rolls her over and goes on massaging her shoulders.
Thoughts (the hard chickpea you nearly split your molar on and why kids cry
so much on holiday) alter as you watch the two. They are used to being watched.
Exhibitionists, they often splash and frolic gloriously and people edge to the poolside.
You might think, Good on them, but not every cuckoo thinks like you. English
cuckoo disapproves. She enjoys swimming and you often meet her in the pool. (Lots
of time spend in cold water here, people bobbing up and down, soaking like tired
feet in Radox.) Whenever the lovers run down the path to swim, she says she's had
enough, her skin is crinkly.
English cuckoo was sunbathing, until the lovers occupied their terrace next to
hers. She sat up nervously, like a bird that has missed the dawn. They began to
play their song. (Just one, they have, so I know the words and cannot stop myself,
in the shower, the pool, any place, singing Islands IN the stream; That is WHAT
we are; Islands IN the stream . .. )
She slammed her door hard as she withdrew to her interior. As she went in, a
collective came out on another terrace. Observe this model group. Father, mother,
junior cuckoo - why, a family! (Another example of prejudice. Has it not been
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said that cuckoos are unsocialised, self-centred - inveterate pushers and shovers
of the fledglings of good nest-building birds? Poor orphan cuckoos, born displaced
then criticised for trying to live.) Maligned parents! Watch them oversee their young!
Observe them, saints of patience, as their fledgling explores a terrace nine by four,
three stories up. Small cuckoo in a twinkling mounts the guard rail and prepares
for flight. Urgent tube frame squeals on tile. Further noise, strident and
untrammelled! Cuckoo collective withdraws.
Lovers go inside and pull their curtains.
English cuckoo puts forth a questing head, and perches to appraise the changing
sky. Clouds over Suva harbour discover unlikely green and lemon washings. The
hills will be dark and birds will wing away in wheeling flocks or solitary flight. Night
will strike and we will close each other out.
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PHILLIP ROE

Christmas Dinner 1987
A strange Christmas dinner you might think, and for me too since it is the first
of these I have endured for several years. I remember why I have not come, yet
still I am here.
My grandmother is now 93, or is it 95? She is still alert, although she doesn't walk
on her own anymore, and her hearing is fading. Her youngest daughter, my Aunt
Lucy, the object of many of my childhood fantasies, now ravaged by whisky, fusses
around her; at once relishing and resenting her role.
Lucy has cooked the turkey, the focal point of this strange dinner and its stilted
serious conversations - profound observations of this and other historic birds. My
mother has helped prepare the vegetables and hams. She sits beside me with her
careful pleasure. I wonder who I am framed in this image of niceness. I wonder
who she is.
At the head of the table sits my father. He is uneasy as the figurehead, I think
he knows that he is an illusion yet not knowing why. Swirls of matriarchal myths
have devoured him.
He carves the turkey with his usual difficulty. Only I see the panic and hysteria
rising within us. He is embarrassed at his imagined inability to carve the bird well
and begins to make a mess. He is on the verge of the abyss, threatening to erupt
in a frenzy of overkill. But in trembling determination he moves the focus of attention
away from himself by criticising the bird who is clearly at fault for being difficult
to carve.
He is indulged now. He has capitulated. We discuss the difficulties of carving
turkeys. He is relieved at his escape and I am left to cope with our embarrassment
alone.
My mother helps Lucy distribute vegetables to plates now adorned with turkey
and stuffing. The bird conversation has now faded into oblivion (was there ever
any such conversation?), and is replaced by the attributes of-vegetables.
Now it comes. Even though I have been waiting for it, it is still sudden and without
warning.
"Do you boys want a leg? How about stuffing?", - disembodied words from the
Victorian illusion at the head of the table.
I have already made my choice, I can't let this pass unchallenged. This is the point
at which tradition reasserts itself, ensuring its continued existence. Where generations
of parent and child roles are continually re-enacted, ignoring the reality that we are
an aging group of adults.
These rigid relics of pioneering Victorian ancestors, so enduring yet even now
refusing to see its own painful death. Can death see itself?
"Did you says boys? It may have escaped your notice but there's no one here under
thirty." Does age really change the boy into the man? I think not. This Victorian
illusion is desperately trying to claim his manhood by keeping his sons as boys. My
voice is not as assertive as my words, still not wishing to offend. The potential danger
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is averted swiftly by the suggestion that we should be flattered.
I sense my isolation and say no more. The crisis is defused in the eager and grateful
acceptance of this ploy. The stiffening alarm and tension rising so suddenly is just
as quickly relieved, not least of all for my brothers who, like me, squirmed in their
seats during this exchange. Their discomfort, however, is at being dragged
unwillingly into focus; and their squirming is their struggle to remain unseen within
this turmoil.

*

*

*

*

*

My older brother boldly announces "I am not here at all, please do not think
that this plate I am passing comes from me. Do not thank me, for you will only
be fooling yourself that 1 exist. You cannot trick me into being here."
My younger brother is forever ready to assert his own cleverly flexible position,
adding "I'm here to talk about turkey and potatoes, and to pass dishes although
1 don't like to be thanked either."
And together, harmonising exquisitely, they announce "And if this bastard brother
of ours pulls any more of these stunts we'll kick his balls in ~ that'll stop him."
The others are relieved at this wholesome display of rationality and loyalty, and
dinner now continues.
"Would you like some gravy dear?" asks my mother, smiling and pouring it into
my lap. Lucy smears cranberry sauce over my face, and Jim sticks a slice of ham
to it. 1 am pleased at all this attention but embarrassed in my own mess.
Gently my mother admonishes me, her words barely audible above John's gleeful
sniggers and Jim's smug satisfaction "Oh dear, you are a messy boy aren't you?"
The ham falls into my lap, and the handful of peas that John has thrown stuck
to my face and rain down into the gravy boat nesting between my legs. 1 take off
my pants but the gravy has oozed through ~ I have no genitals, only a pool of
gravy provided by my mother. 1 cover this with a napkin and eat this Christmas
dinner, gagging on the flesh of this conversational bird.

*

*

*

*

*

The food is delicious. We boys are expected to show our appreciation by stuffing
ourselves with seconds while protesting that we are full ~ we are stuffed already.
After clearing all this away the dessert ritual follows. The generously brandied plum
pudding into which my father pours more brandy. Then lighting it in the expectant
silence, awaiting that great flash of flame and smoke into which the whole illusion
will magically vanish.
But it doesn't, it flickers unwillingly. A dying flame unaware of its own death.
My grandmother watches all this, she is not fooled, she knows that at least for her
the illusion will pot vanish.
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LAURIS EDMOND

New World Supermarket
The modern woman likes to share her pillow
(Though discrimination matters, she would say)
The new man is a devil of a fellow;
And if with other talents he's grown mellow
He's better for it - each dog has his day The modern woman likes to share her pillow.
His eye's still bright (if cheek a little hollow)
His body fluids haven't leaked away The new man is a devil of a fellow.
Though morally he's in the sere and yellow
And perhaps a touch complacent in his play
The modern woman likes to share her pillow:
Why can't he till the field if it is fallow
And there's not the smallest price he has to pay?
The new man is a devil of a fellow.
You want to tell him he should go to hell? 0
Don't - you know he's useful in his way,
The modern woman likes to share her pillow
The new man is a devil of a fellow.
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LAURIS EDMOND

The Big Game
'There is a kind of poetry in money' Wallace Stevens
Money belongs with poetry, sex, success;
It's even noble, getting rich, some say.
The soul gets only dark nights, doubt, duress.
Just think - the rich confer such happiness
On us who've only hope to make our day;
Money belongs with poetry, sex, success.
Alas they also cause the greatest stress:
Our secret fear we'll fail they can't allay;
The soul gets only dark nights, doubt, duress.
But they do their best, these winners of super chess
Showing the pawns the pleasure of their play;
Money belongs with poetry, sex, success.
And there's the Inner Life, soul's glorious mess
- We've got that to retreat to from the fray;
The soul's allowed dark nights, doubt, duress.
So to hell with wit and charm, fa politesse!
With a double life we're lucky - in a way.
Money belongs with poetry, sex, success,
The soul can keep its dark nights, doubt, duress.
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LAURIS EDMOND

The Kynges Englishe
This language is the world's, the world has said
And indeed it falls in love with all it sees;
The blowsy slut takes the universe to bed.
It never minds how much it's in the red,
Pinching from other tongues, not paying fees;
This language is the world's, the world has said.
At home it's worse, takes each new taste for bread Science, now, makes it fall on its silly knees;
The blowsy slut takes the universe to bed.
A smart alec like 'input' goes straight to its head
And 'grassroots', smarmy thing, can always please ...
This language is the world's, the world has said.
'Flexibility' will cause an instant spread
Of legs (linguistic), 'role model' can tease,
The blowsy slut takes the universe to bed.
At least the old verbal nympho's never dead
Drinking lives and meanings to the lees,
The language that's the world's, the world has said,
The slut that takes a universe to bed.
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LAURIS EDMOND

The Wheel Turns
A mother's love is bred into the bone.
An absolute condition, lasts for ever.
A daughter wants her life to be her own.
The baby's milky-weak, the seed is sown:
Sustaining, entertaining her's a whole endeavour,
A mother's love is bred into the bone.
Tired, she's never lonely - well, never alone
Though ties with older friends do tend to sever;
A child can make her mother's life her own.
Comes a time the lovely girl's full-blown,
Cool at parental eagerness, rather clever
(A mother's love is bred into the bone);
Devotion's an irritant to one who's grown
To want instead the test, the risk, the savour A daughter wants her life to be her own.
Ah woman, is there no one who will warn
You debts to the heart are on the never never?
A mother's love is bred into the bone.
A daughter wants her life to be her own.
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LAURIS EDMOND

The Wars of the Wines
On sinful days and nights red wine is right;
Prepare an enterprise and then begin it;
The wine of absolution's always white.
He's got potential, yes I think I might
do worse. An ideas man? There's nothing in it On sinful days and nights red wine is right.
Sex too I'll say (to stop him taking fright)
is in the mind: cheer up, you're not agin it,
The wine of absolution's always white.
By reason - and by turning out the light He'll learn by doing, one climax a minute:
On sinful days and nights red wine is right.
And then I'll say, preventing passion's flight,
What didn't kill you made you strong, now di'n'it?
The wine of absolution's always white.
The intellect dictates: take on a fight
with proper weapons, and if you're sure you'll win it:
On sinful days and nights red wine is right
The wine of absolution's always white.
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LAWRENCE BOURKE

The Raptu re of Place:
From Immanence to Transcendence
in the Poetry of Les A. Murray
"This country is my mind", claims Murray's speaker in the early auto-biographical
poem "Evening Alone at Bunyah"[VR 13],1 announcing his imaginative possession
of what Murray would later call his "spirit country", Bunyah, where he was born
and grew up, as well as signalling the concern with self-identification and selfdefinition found in Murray's subsequent verse. As many commentators on Murray's
work have remarked, the concern to map and claim "this country" is fundamental
to the poetry. Its significance, the place where the poet finds or seeks meaning and
identity is contextual, in that it involves not only the land and the nation, but also
language (the speech of the local inhabitants), literature, and, for Murray, religion.
To date (from 1961 to 1987), Murray's poetry records a shift in these contexts, a
realignment, which Jim Davidson wittily suggests is a shift from latitude to altitude. 2
The poetry documents a fading transcendence, significance passes from the rural
world, from the particular land of the Vernacular Republic, to the Ideal, whether
this be The People's Otherworld, some kind of limbo which Murray calls
"Niegeschah", or into a lost world of origins, a history recreated and re-entered
through the medium of the poet's imagination.
This rapture of place, which involves a translation or redefinition of the site and
the implied audience who inhabit that place, would suggest a fundamental revision
of the "mind" which is central to the poetry. The argument of this essay is that
exploration of this change uncovers that which has remained constant, the bardic
voice, and this is secured rather than subverted. In showing land and nation to be
negotiable and accidens the rapture of place reveals the true centre of significance,
the heartland, is the bardic voice, "this country ... my mind."
The claim "This country is my mind" goes beyond identifying the speaker with
the northern New South Wales country-side where Murray spent his formative years.
Coming in a poem, a fiction, it declares its individual status of being as much mythic
as actual, a place which while rooted in an identifiable geography becomes an
invented country, the home of the invented poet. And this is particularly so in a
poem like "Evening Alone at Bunyah" which is concerned with dislocations, origins
and personal identity. Perhaps because of Murray's commonsensical approach to
epistemology together with his imaginative power to realise a world which convinces
of its actuality, his Whitmanesque claim to be his country is often taken at face value.
Vincent Buckley in an article "Identity: Invention or Discovery" offers a useful
balance in his reminder of the way such claims operate as myths or part of the creation
of a personal myth of identity. Buckley writes:
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I think it would be unwise for the reader, and especially the hostile reader, to personalise
Murray's poetry too readily, and to attribute to the world of hard local fact figures which
are actors in a linguistic drama, to some degree larger than our lives, and larger than
Murray's own life, if it comes to that. Perhaps the most relevant comparison is with Yeats. 3

At the heart of the "linguistic drama" enacted by Murray's poetry is the invention
(or discovery) and cultivation of the bardic voice, that curiously ambivalent position
combining, as Christopher Pollnitz argues, self-assurance with self-suppression. 4 The
sacerdotal, mediatory place of the bardic voice proves to be central to Murray's
invented auto-biography. From this place his well-known positions and oppositions
follow.
Place underlies the bardic voice and the opposition to modernism. Reviewing the
Irishman Richard Murphy's book of poems High Island Murray turns with obvious
delight to Aodh de Blacam's Gaelic Literature Surveyed (1929). He quotes a passage
where de Blacam sets up a series of oppositions to argue that a strong sense of place
characterises Gaelic Literature and differentiates it from something which is
recognizably modernist. "Gaelic Literature", de Blacam argues:
is a literature of rest, not of change: of intensive cultivation, not of experiment. It is,
moreover, the image of a civilisation half-heroic, half-pastoral, that continues down to the
present day, [one] that has never accepted industrialism and the city. [ PM 126]

We might guess the passage appeals to Murray, it accords so directly with his own
spirited defence of such values which he brings together in his vision of Boeotia. 5
The dignity and authority of a venerable literary tradition, and older than the
English, can be invoked to champion his work. It associates him with his great
ancestors, the Machuirich bards who were central to Gaelic life for over five hundred
years. It enshrines the model of a pastoral community who support and appreciate
poetry of a highly sophisticated order. And it is a powerful ally in the refusal to
follow modernism, for which Murray's work is often dismissed for being wilfully
eccentric, going slow in the fast lane.
Geographical place is important in this bardic tradition, which, de Blacam
declares, celebrates the local and familiar. But Murray's poetry is not the singing
of a rural solitary apostrophising Nature. Murray has denied that there is such a
thing as "a simple nature poet" [PM 71], and remarked that poetry about the nonhuman is by indirection, by virtue of representing human perception and values
inevitably part of a general social conversation. The importance of place follows
from it being the site for the bard's audience, their redoubt from which to combat
opponents. And certainly landscape in Murray'S poetry reflects or serves as a basis
for consideration of the issues which concern the bard and audience. Even in
descriptions of Bunyah, a land for which Murray's love could not be questioned,
much of the impulse and interest derives from social and political issues, engaging
modernism, Athens.
A work which is central to Murray's creation of his mythic and yet identifiable
vernacular republic is "The Mitchells" [VR 136], originally titled "Dedication ...
for the Vernacular Republic". The poem vividly realises its two Australian Boeotians,
and makes us look again at what has almost become invisible through familiarity,
the men having smoko, and to see in it some eucharist ritual which confirms their
community and dignity. But the work also calls attention to the poet, through the
framing device and the use of future tense: ("I am seeing this.", "The First Man,
if asked, would say. . . The other would gaze . . . and looking up . . . say",
"Sometimes the scene is an avenue".). The confidence of the poet's tone, together
with the position the poet assumes, placing the Mitchells in a dreamtime world of
archetypes, shows that the bard and Mitchells are an integral part of the one vision,
the "Vernacular Republic", Neither could exist without the other; the Mitchells being
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too laconic to be visible without the bard to enshrine and celebrate them, and the
bard comes into the place of significance through representation of the subject.
Place, knowledge drawn from experience of a particular landscape, is at the heart
of the poem. And even though the poem closes suggesting that place is secondary
- "Sometimes the scene is an avenue" - place informs the remark offered by one
of the Mitchells: "drought that year. Yes. Like trying to farm the road". And the
remark is an apt image for Murray's own concerns in his poetry. The Mitchells,
as battlers, exemplify an understanding that regeneration and faith are possible by
digging beneath the hard, forbidding surface. Murray's hero in The Boys Who Stole
The Funeral (Sydney: Angus & Roberton, 1980), Kevin Forbutt enacts this
knowledge. Forbutt's gradual and painful initiation into the Boeotian world of work
and kin loyalty is signalled through the scene in Sonnet 53 where Forbutt helps his
cousin to dig postholes. Beneath the narrative is the myth of the buried world of
unity and strength. In "Evening Alone At Bunyah"the speaker, in a personal moment
of nostalgia for the lost world of origin and plentitude, picks up a stone and associates
himself with it, recognizing that the geological unity has been broken and in its place
is the new road to the City.
The poet suggests in "The Mitchells" that dispossession and loss of unity are not
irreversible. The remark - "trying to farm the road" - refers to the futility of such
a task, but it also suggests that if a breakthrough can be made, it will not be by
following the road to the distant metroland, but by taking the local to be the centre,
and digging there. The digging metaphor has the same force as it has for Seamus
Heaney, and his account of poetry might fruitfully be applied to Murray's work:
poetry as divination, poetry as revelation of the self to the self, as restoration of the culture
to itself: poems as elements of continuity, with the aura and authenticity of archaelogical
finds, where the buried shard has an importance that is not diminished by the importance
of the buried city; poetry as a dig, a dig for finds that end up being plants. 6

"Digging" in sixties slang for "taking delight" offers Murray the irresistible pun for
the celebration and exploration of the local centre. In "Homage To The Launching
Place" he uses the pun, wittily suggesting the mystic sentence, the way up is the
way down, calling attention to the personal ground for his mythic country:
I loved you from the first, bed,
doorway out of this world;
above your inner spring
I learned to dig my own. [PO 6]

Or, to return to Aodh de Blacam's terms, intensive cultivation of the local traditions,
not modernist experimentalism, is the poet's way to the plentitude of the inner spring.
The significance of the cow in Murray'S poetry follows from this. As part of the
cultivation of the local, it leads the bard's tribe to settle and integrate with place,
or, to use the rhetoric of Tagore with which Murray prefaces his "Walking To The
Cattle Place" [VR 64], leads to a world wherein the poet can recover his full being.
The phrase, "like trying to farm the road", with its enactment of sly concealment
and subtle inference to compel the reader to stop and listen for resonances beneath
the surface, literal level, itself recapitulates Murray'S concern with place, and links
it to his concern with language. To return to the underlying myth of the lost world,
language is the poet's inheritance and fief, that which he farms. Language is the
bridge between the aspects of place and audience. And the bard, as the sacerdotal
mediator between these various aspects, himself becomes central and invested with
significance.
For Murray language of the tribe is rooted in the locality which informs their
works and days. The place gives the inhabitants their images, which in turn structure
and support their values and ideas. So even where the Mitchells are translated to
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the suburbs and "the scene is an avenue", their identity as enshrined in their
vernacular has its reference in the rural legend. Murray's project to farm this
vernacular depends upon the poet's perceived position in Australian history. This
history and ethos is that represented by works such as Russel Ward's The Australian
Legend, and John Manifold's Who Wrote the Ballads? The familiar colonial narrative
of the quest to see the new land free from the cultural biases of the Imperial hieratic
language emphasises the importance of place and the demotic, the language of those
who are most directly influenced by the local place. In a review titled "Landscapeas-identity" Murray declares: "You cannot 'see' a thing for which nothing in your
experience or tradition prepares you".? Murray believes the ground has been
prepared, but not yet properly cultivated. Talking to Robert Gray, Murray remarks
that he is "turning the Australian language into a literary language .... The language
is up for grabs at the moment".8 "Australian" is understood to be the demotic. His
convincing and respectful use of the vernacular for Murray supports his claim to
"see" and represent the authentic Australia.
Fundamental to Murray's confident claim to the bardic voice is the belief that
he understands the people and land better than his precursors or contemporaries.
Murray's sense of his place in Australian poetry is also informed by the mythic
passage from usurpation to possession which recurs throughout his poetry, and which
finds its most concrete representation in the loss of Bunyah and the eventual recovery
of the "shining land" of the Forty Acres. Murray's selection in his anthology The
New Oxford Book of Australian Verse (1986), his criticism of his contemporaries,
as well as his general prose remarks, all represent him to be the occupant of a site
unavailable to others. He becomes the possessor of the essence of Australian identity,
that which the colonial poets and balladeers struggled towards, but which their
historical position prevented them from reaching. For a while, associated with the
passing of the old Bulletin from the safe hands of Douglas Stewart into the hands
of Melbourne intellectuals, the people were driven from poetry and that sacred place
was lost to the university wits and modernists. Only with the last of the
Jindyworobaks, as Murray has styled himself, did the real Australia find a place
in poetry of a high order.
The Legend which Ward and Manifold describe, and which Murray consciously
subscribes to, prepares him to "see" and utter the authentic Australia. His Mitchells,
for instance, as their name suggests, have their roots in the world of Lawson's stories.
Moving beyond the writers of the 1890s Murray finds the Jindyworobaks to be
precursors of his project to farm the local. He enthusiastically announces "I'm a
Jindyworobak", in an interview with Ron Blair, "I'm trying to make a native high
culture in Australia".9 The comment provocatively dismisses the work of earlier
Australian poets, except as they prepare the ground for Murray's own work, and
reveals a concern to establish the centrality of his poetry as much as to acknowledge
a debt to the Jindies. In his essay on his borrowings from Aboriginal art, "The Human
Hair Thread" Murray again refers to the Jindies as his precursors. Where they were
unable to develop their insight into high art Murray believes he is better sited and
equipped to succeed. He writes:
What I hope I may have done so far is to promote and revive, the use of Aboriginal themes
and imagery in Australian poetry. Although mistakes and distortions are probably
inevitable - and may indeed be fruitful in artistic terms - I hope I have got my borrowings
mostly right, and done some justice to our greatest autochthonous tradition. [P F 30]

The use of place names in his verse from around 1976 to 1980 is a particularly
striking example of Murray's borrowings from Aboriginal art. The names become
signs of the people~.' history and dreaming; recording memorable events at the
particular localjty they are a thread to weave together people and place. As analogues
of Aboriginal naming they suggest that the continent itself, or alternatively the people
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most directly in touuch with the land, will inform a convergence of cultures. Murray
attaches much importance to the bard's knowledge of these names, again the
sacerdotal function of mediating between place and people informs Murray's
thinking on this subject. Murray writes of how knowledge of these names is essential
to belonging to a people:
simply knowing the meaning of place names, knowing what happened where is an
important part of belonging to a district or a nation. The Irish, before the English destroyed
their civilization, had a word for it: Dindshenchas. the lore of high places. A scholarpoet of the old order lost face if he could not give a ready account of the traditions
surrounding every notable hill and stream and fortress in the land ... Dindschenchas,
in a wider sense, constitutes a large part of the religion of some peoples, notably the
Aborigines. [ PM 46]

Place names, particularly of the kind that feed into the rural nationalism of Murray's
models, are important signs of the bard's claim to belong. Although found in some
earlier poems such as "Escaping Out There" [VR 115], the most extensive use of
this naming comes in "The Buladelah-Tareer Holiday Song Cycle" [VR 159]. Like
an invocation, they summon the desired spirit to bridge the gap and to dwell in
the poem.
The poem calls on these absent powers for more than inspiration for private
celebration. They are to be part of the bard's dramatisation of the people and their
place. Much of the impact Murray's Song Cycle makes comes from the translation
of the Aboriginal models into contemporary, urbanised Australia. The energy and
strength of the Rainbow Serpent becomes the pulsing excitement of the highway.
The poem, in other words, deliberately engages with the poet's own time, and
presents itself to be a model of celebration and integration for this time. This social
will or bardic mission to define a central place, a position and opposition, strongly
emerges in Murray's discussion of his model, R.M. Berndt's translation of the
Wonguri-Mandjikai's Song Cycle of the Moon Bone. Murray's model provides an
irresistible weapon to use against those whose models threaten his own, that is, the
modernists and intellectuals. His combative tone points to the function of such claims
as part of the construction of a myth, something to allow the return to the lost world
of plentitude. Murray writes:
After the prescriptive despairs and alienations of Western Literature, which are so often
matters of class identification, it is good to immerse oneself in this great peaceful poem,
with its total acceptance of an intimately known and coherent world. Some may find its
Edenic calm almost frightening, for it calls so much human effort and history into question,
and presents an idyll wholly opposed to and perhaps impossible in a crowded technological
civilization. [PF 23]

The prose is vintage Murray with its expansive tone, and adventurous, contentious
generalisations. It amply underscores the ambition fundamental to his invocation
of the bardic myth, and his constant debate with those poetries which would
undermine his. Place becomes a sign, underwritten by Gaelic, Aboriginal, and the
rural legend cultures, in a contest to define what is central to Australian poetry.
The urgency of the contest comes from the resurgence of interest in modernist
and open form poetry which in Australia hardened into the infamous battle of the
books in the 1970s. The Lawsonian-rhetoric of the Mitchells' remark, and the image
offered by the remark itself - "to farm the road" - carry an implicit rejection of
modernism. The road is that veneer with which Athens attempts to disguise Boeotia,
or to subjugate it through bringing it into its economy. Since Kerouac's beat classic
On The Road (1957) notions and imagery to do with the road have offered guiding
metaphors in talk on subcultures and modernist experimentalism. And although
Murray himself has, he tells Robert Gray, been "on the road", dropping out and
moving for a while on the fringe of such experimentalism it is part of all which
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he finds anathema in modern culture. He associates deracination with the alienation
of the artist - the death of the bardic role. Murray dismisses the poetry of his
modernist contemporary John Tranter as: "a poetry of pure diaspora, beyond any
illusion of acceptance by a wide audience." [PM 196] Murray rejects such writing
as coterie work, and insists upon the writer's centrality to society. It being understood
as axiomatic that society is coherent and inhabiting a fixed site. It is the appeal
of the Boeotian myth, that a coherent community exists to validate the bardic role.
Murray sees this as fundamental to "the best Australian poetry", but coming under
increasing attack. He writes:
the memory and aspiration of community, it seems to me, have kept the best Australian
poetry humane in a time when it has often seemed more natural to accept the apparent
drift of things and become wholly elitist.[ PM 196]

Murray believes this fragmentation of the Boeotian order, the organic world, is
wrought by the intellectual tradition of Athens, the place of the deracinated
modernists.
In "Sidere Mens Eadem Mutato" [VR 124], the sonnet series based on his own
experience at Sydney University, the Athens-Boeotia polarity is represented to
suggests its psychological dimension. Athens is the seat of Reason, understood as
Blake's "Ratio". Boeotia is the primitive hinterland of the Imagination. Athens, in
the guise of Academe, is the will to generalise, which is to move beyond the world
of the particular and local, or, as Murray writes:
generalization
the blade of Caesarean rebirth which, day after
day,
freed words in us. And cut our homes away. [V R 128]

It is an appeal to the nostalgia of primitivism, and that anti-intellectualism which
flows so strongly in the world of the Australian Legend. But the Boeotian myth
also belongs to the mainstream Romantic tradition, and in particular to a modern
branch of this. Murray's work where this primitivism is strongest - up to and
including The Boys Who Stole The Funeral - differs from High Romanticism with
its emphasis on individual experience in that along with the work of a number of
contemporaries, notably Heaney and Ted Hughes, it draws upon modern conceptions
of shamanism. Apologists for such literary primitivism use psychology and
anthropology to claim that poetry with its basis in ancient rhythm and chant digs
beneath the intellectual level to contact the bedrock of experience, the buried world
of origins and coherence. In a recent essay "Poems and Poesies: How we form reality"
Murray makes use of this argument. He distinguishes between "forebrain writing",
which is the "mode of linear expository prose", and the "dreaming" from the "older
so-called limbic levels of the brain, sometimes called the reptilian brain". This
shamanic poetry then involves a radically different epistemology from that of the
Romantic tradition. Romanticism involves, notoriously, the separation of the subject
and the object, and the question of the life of "outward forms". For those who assume
the shaman's mask the subject and object are argued to be part of a holistic vision;
where divison is admitted is between the unified and the deracinated cultures,
between Boeotia and Athens. To claim "this country is my mind" is for the speaker
in Murray's poem more than offering a trope from Romantic poetry which is only
a trope, it is speaking a profound unity.
The mythic core reality is both a place in the country and in the mind. The
importance of this site of significance is reflected in Murray's recurrent use of imagery
and notions of the centre. Studies such as Mircea Eliade's Shamanism, a work
Murray refers to, and The Sacred and The Profane, represent the centre to be the
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place of hierophany, the shaman's tent-pole or the Sacred Site or Dreaming, the
place where significance inheres and is to be contacted. In this model place and
significance are one. Murray compares this to the fragmented world view prevalent
among his contemporaries and argues: "The onrush of modern technological
development has ... unseated millions of people from their older centred ness in
religious faith". And in the same essay he goes on to report with approval "the old
Cheyenne Chief in Little Big Man" as saying: "These white people ... they don't
seem to know where the centre of the earth is!" [p 53]
Murray uses the motif of the journey to show where he thinks the centre is. His
poetry continually recounts a journey from the fragmented world of the city to the
rural world where some integration and health is achieved. Informing this journey
is a descent into the landscape, commonly presented in ways to underscore the mythic
parallels. It is revealing of Murray's own overarching journey from the Vernacular
Republic to the People's Otherworld that this descent traces a gradual dissociation
of place and significance.
In "Evening Alone At Bunyah" (first published in Poetry Australia No.8,
February 1966) the speaker returns "Home again from the cities of the world".
Suffering cultural and psychological dislocation he descends into the landscape. The
revised version print~d in The Vernacular Republic (1982) (pp.13ff) dropped the lines
which refer to this as a journey to the underworld for rebirth. In the earlier version
the lines read:
Today, out walking, summer was all mirror
Tormenting me. I fled down cattle tracks
ChesHleep in the earth and pushed in under
twigs
To sit by cool water seeping over rims
Of blackened granite. There was no time there.
For a moment it was as if I'd been reborn....
But, as always, no such thing had happened.

"The Gallery", first published just over ten years later (1976), reworks these
elements of rock, water, and depth to represent a descent into the landscape as a
quest to contact the primal centre of unity. The uncertainty present in the earlier
poem as to whether this particular centre offers access to significance, a rebirth which
itself is dubious, becomes in "The Gallery" both more pronounced and more
decisively countered. The relationship of the speaker to the land is different. The
earlier poem claims a primitive sensibility where the country and the mind are one,
where place is coterminous with significance. "The Gallery" represents a culturally
sophisticated mind, which moves to such a claim of unity of being, but starts from
a perspective informed by a received literary sensibility; which reads the land as the
mind's objective correlative. "The Gallery" also shows the strong movement away
from the personal to the social and national which is at the heart of the bardic role.
Murray describes the speaker of "The Gallery" as "sitting in a nearly dry creekbed
between rains and suffering a touch of the mid-life crisis" [p 143]. However as in
The Waste Land. a work whose influence is present in this poem as it is in many
of Murray's desert poems, the personal grouch also involves a general social
complaint. The speaker records his own aridity as he sets down a description of
the landscape in a flat, enervated thythm:
Stale pasture, midsummer
going down to the canopy
that is under the paddocks. [VR 151]

His descent beneath the arid surface brings the speaker into contact with "stillpurposeful water". He enters into a rich eco-system which belongs to a time before
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the present despoliation and devestation. The health he finds in this lost natural
world makes him think of the loss of such pastoral bountry as part of a religious
fall away from the Source where creation was unified:
The creek is a vein
like every stream on earth
going back to the heart
but the gallery's a bridge
of the forest across cleared land,
battalions sheltering
out of the chainsaw age here. [VR 152]

The speaker voices Murray's concern at the human impact of modern technology.
The machine standardises work. Murray sees it divorce people from the land, and
through the debasement of work into "mis-employment", it divorces people from
their vocation - their own inner springs. Murray powerfully reworks the primitive
identification of the health of the body politic and personal with the health of the
land. In "Goloka" a character warns: "Living and work are one thing, or the rivers
die". [VR 88]
Other factors contribute to this spreading aridity. Like Murray, the speaker sees
that Australia's continued colonial status and attitude allows people to be disloged
from their centredness in place. "The Gallery" came out the year after the Whittam
Dismissal. To Murray, the then fervent repUblican, the Dismissal seemed further
evidence that the real centre of political power in Australia lay not with the people
but with overseas interests. The speaker, like Murray again, sees the traditional
ceremonies of community coming under threat. In particular, the institution of the
family seems to be breaking apart. Like Murray, he finds the modern to be divorced
from a significance which is sanctioned by tradition. The speaker confronts the
alienation of the individual from God, community, and the land:
This skeleton river, soil-shadow feeding the farms:
to be under these terraces
understanding your life
that is more than half gone, and your friends
[dismarrying,
to be here with your country, that will waken
[when it wakens,
that won't be awakened by contempt
or love:
to know you may live and die in colonial times. [VR 153]

This descent brings about a rebirth for the speaker. Like Hopkins, a strong influence
on Murray, he finds that "for all this, nature is never spent;/There lives the dearest
freshness deep down things". The speaker climbs back up with courage and hope
reborn, and finishes the poem taking his place in his religion, his clan, and as his
use of the vernacular indicates, his place in his nation. He reports that "climbing
up ... you":
come into the place where fathers and children
[are sitting
around under paperbark trees. They are eating
[wrapped tucker
and God-enclosed melons. [V R 154-5]

The eucharist-like food recapitulates the poem's concern that the significance is at
the centre. While significance, then, is centred within the land, it also flows from
the metaphysical heart. The source is traced to God. By implication from the belief
that God is everywhere, significance is detached from the specific characteristics
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which define and limit the rural heartland, and becomes part of a transcendent
presence.
This movement toward transcendence distinguishes the journey of these poems
from those which Leo Marx in The Machine In The Garden (1964) finds in "the
classic American fable". The Americans which Marx studied also journey from the
City of Despair to the redemptive heart of Nature, but for them significance is found
in solitary communion with a benign Nature. By comparison, Murray's quest leads
to the countryside then to a rural community which inhabits a past world of origins,
then from "The Gallery" onwards the quest images its desired community as a
religious one, the Church. This is strikingly inscribed in The Boys Who Stole The
Funeral. In this work of 140 sonnets the central sonnet 70 brings together the various
dualities whose tension drives the plot. Past and present, the dead and the living,
city and country come together as the city boys bring the corpse of the old digger
to the rural church. Sonnet 70 represents the ceremony of the mass, the priest raises
the consecrated host:
humans are stilled, the worlds are linked
and the centred Mass-bell rings.

The stillness so convincingly enacted in this most noisily aggressive of Murray's
books delicately conveys the fragility and fleetingness of the moment of grace. And
renders an awareness of the gulf between the country and significance, a dislocation
which is bridged only through the bardic-figure of the priest who stands
emblematically at the centre.
As the poetry up to and including The Boys Who Stole The Funeral continually
stresses, the centre is found if not located in the country. This central place however
is not for private celebration, it matters because it is the altar from which the bard
asserts his centrality in the life of the people. As the people change the bard must
accordingly modify or renounce certain aspects of the mission. Murray notes such
a change in the interview with Jim Davidson: "In the 1930s we really began to turn
away from being that old agrarian colonial society towards becoming a modern
industrial society. Culture followed commerce." The appropriateness of the
expression "like trying to farm the road" continues; for Murray's poetry, despite the
pieties of place, is inextricably located in the time of the road. Murray himself is
implicated in the drift to the city, and as admitted by his generalisation about
generalisations - "[that] blade of Caesarian rebirth which, day after day,; freed
words in us. And cut our homes away" - it was this distance, this self-imposed
exile in the literary world of Sydney which "freed the words" of his vocation.
But what aggravates the dislocation of the bard from the country, is that the old
audience has drifted, along with the poet, to the city. Murray laments that "we [poets]
are in exile from the people". And in a passage which echoes John Manifold's
concluding remarks in Who Wrote The Ballads? (1964) Murray admits that the old
audience has gone, or:
nearly gone, destroyed by industrial values and industrial entertainments I'm neither
simple-minded nor snobbish enough to despise, and snubbed by a rootless modernism
I'm perhaps too Gaelic to admire. [PM 129]

Like John Manifold, Murray is looking back, making a nostalgic journey to the
Australian pastoral, where drovers and shearers, supposedly sustained an oral, bardic
culture. It is Murray's dreamtime of a peaceful, coherent Australia.
Murray's displacement from this coherent world is both fortunate and a fall. He
is historically placed to draw from the work of writers such as Douglas Stewart,
Judith Wright, Russel Ward, John Manifold, the Jindies and the balladeers the
materials with which to create his mythic country of coherence. He is also well placed
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to benefit from modernism, using it to revitalize the landscape tradition and free
it from Georgian vagaries. Modernist influence on contemporary poetry prepared
the ground for a sharply realised poetry of flexible and varied rhythm which draws
its language from demotic regional idioms and from arcane cultural and scientific
sources - which is Murray's kind of poetry.
But while his time gave Murray the poetic to recover and revitalise the Australian
Legend it also worked to sabotage this recovery. The image of coherence which the
bard invokes to sustain the bardic position has receded before the values of cultural
specificity and plurality. Demographic factors have intensified the call to question
such essentialist images of identity as Murray's poetry enshrines. In response to this
cultural fragmentation many modernists adopt a poetics of game, or specificity.
Murray, with his concern with representativeness and coherence, displays no
inclination to such approaches. The spirit of game, which is very much alive in
Murray's poetry, serves a different vision. It taps into that vein of "national" humour
Murray charts in the Australian Legend. Representativeness, particularly in a
fragmented society, becomes increasingly abstracted from specifics and must
increasingly appeal to stock images. Murray's depiction of the national God
illustrates this. Murray declares:
God in Australia is a vast blue and pale-gold and red-brown landscape and his votaries
wear ragged shorts and share his sense of humour. [PF \16]

Here Murray draws upon the image of the Outback familiar from postcards, coffeetable books, magazines and movies, not to mention the odd holiday. However to
find beauty in the desert country Murray has had to distance himself from his
background. This distance from the dairy and timber country of Bunyah is as much
cultural as it is geographic. In The Australian Year (Sydney: Angus & Robertson,
1985) Murray admits:
Nearly all the places I call Blessed are rarely visited by desolating drought, beautiful
landscapes whose greenness attracts the farmer's eye which my people developed in me
when I was a child. It took me a long time to develop the other eye, that appreciation
of landscape-as-Iandscape which my Scottish ancestors would have regarded as luxuriously
impractical, if not blasphemous. Did it not carry a temptation to replace God with Nature,
that construct of the Enlightenment which bears the beauty and cruel indifference of the
aristocratic circles in which it was first taken up? [12]

Murray's gentle irony itself records the distance travelled from his origins. The
same experience, but from a much less secure perspective, informs "Exile Prolonged
by Real Reasons". This is one of Murray's poems which admit that for each
redemptive journey back home there must be a journey into exile. The poem, which
presents itself to be autobiographical, describes the narrator in exile in the city. He
haunts the railway station to maintain a desperate link with the country, feeling under
a curse as increasingly he assumes the city perspective and loses that of his origins:
this even as I was learning to judge landscape
not for food, but blasphemously, as landscape
A world of understanding for a world of interest
I prised that trap open each time it went Swap. [PO 58-9]

At this comparatively late stage in his career (1983) Murray looks back twenty years
to when he came to the city to realise his vocation as a poet, a choice which itself
widened the divisions it sought to bridge. The project to recover the coherence of
"this country ... my mind" leads to the bardic voice, which stakes a claim upon
significance but needs an audience to underwrite this. As the specific historical
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position, Australia of the 1970s-1980s makes the existence of such an audience
increasingly improbable, the foundation for the bardic voice tilts, the Vernacular
Republic gives way to the People's Otherworld. This shift from latitude to altitude
reveals that Murray's homeland, the place which is declared pax, is the bardic voice.
NOTES

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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JEFF GUESS

The Stones
Hospital authorities have reported that
an Adelaide man who shifted an old pile
of stones to help a neighbour has
contracted Legionnnaires disease .

. . . and what had been a house that
fell amongst the ruins of the yard
and years ago before the cottage that
peeling stands in its ancient place.
The stones survived nine tenancies
grew damp and dry and finally
became a cairn for what few things
survived the first white settlement.
Stone after stone - shifting them
became aware of dislocation
green and cold, stuck to his hands
the hardest work he'd ever done.
Something worked with the stones
the uncooperative mortar of the years
unpredictable shapes and weight
deeper still a dark resentment.
From the bank in a sheltered hollow
barrow after barrow
wherever they belonged
he gave them back to the river.
Ringed with silence - dark afternoon
the last stones prised up reluctantly
showed a dead circle burned into
the grass with no sign of tiny life.
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Apart from damp and dark green cold
he lifted something more
gathered it to him
in a strange embrace of opposites.
Deep in his arms and legs the muscles
ached for sleep - worked at undoing
taking him apart slowly stone by stone
and what had been a man ...

GRAEME HETHERINGTON

Dream For Helen
I dreamt I forked our garden bed
And caught the devil on a prong,
And though I tried to shake him free
He slid a little further on,
Until you struck him off in rage,
Impatient with the silly game,
His ever-changing, subtle hold,
My half-wish not to see him gone.
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MALCOLM LEVENE

Atlantis
1.
The one lean king boy aslant his bright stone
listens for the hollow mourn of his deep and distant bull.
His kingdom is the sprouting tufa and the ackack
Of indiscriminate sunlight.
His long death survives
Even the visitants' negative slugs; no calibre
measures his innocence;
He only fades and is
Unremembered. What could serve his blood and
Majesty better?

2.
Look at them, platoons of little bastards,
In their green shoals of hired
Diahatsu jeeps,
Strung out behind each other like panzers The hordes who descend after the volcano.

Rape sounds its ancient, minatorY thunder in the old women.
The Africa Korps caps have returned again;
The stiff, victorious arms, the cries of conquest:
Another light-curdled village closes in
Behind their wake; regenerative clotting.
These conquering sexes brave
The upside-down horns of old men's taches,
Paper trails mark their fall into the chasm of villages,
And their lost, pepsi-stupor stagger amongst the carpets
From bargain to outrage.
The writ of time is about,
And the old men know it.
They remember Mycenae and the scant pity.
Nothing is, but it's a version,
Though perhaps their rage is less for knowing where
The helmets lie.
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3.
In the heart of a leggo brick palace a bull still thunders,
Remembering his passing on the Demonstration square;
He can never forget his cowlike shame
As slender girls placed hands upon his horns
And how the resultant ecstacy held him still
While little humans danced upon his back
With their hands, crying like conquerors.
To become an unwilling minotaur
Is a crass, barren and lowering thing.
He was born for better things For 10, his weapons were the wonder of a people.

4.
The king is hiding on the outside of the bright stone.
Far above him he sees the gleaming hull of a warship
And its vast inhuman wake; its anchor screams against the sky
Like a dagger's point drawn across a shield. He rests,
And waits; perhaps he laughs. The Egyptians will never come,
They haven't the guts for the great green ocean,
And the blood brothers from the North, their barbarous beards
Will not nod at his sacrifice. Nothing can sink Atlantis.
The odd warship will always come, tribute to his strength.
But the dream of green, stinking and retching chariots
That plagues his painted rest must be sent to augurers
And spied out in the testicles of bulls.
And his waking vision of an avalanche that drowns
His leggo palace?
Well, he will order such a destruction of
Beasts that their horns will make a ghastly palisade,
And, bristling, impale an entire future of envious children.
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DAVID BROOKS

Sei Mountains Poems

I bring you cakes
and they dry on the table
I bring you a rose
and it dies in my hands
at last
I come to you naked
and you take me to your bed
but the night has given you
a deep pit
with a stone at the centre
and I am disinherited

2

I lay beside you
and moved your dress aside
and tasted
between your thighs
the vinegars of Valparaiso
how many hours ago
did the wind start
buffeting the skylight
filling the deckchairs
with snow?

3

I kneel on the edge
and run my fingers through the sheet
but it is as I thought
by now the Peruvian has you
and you are drifting north
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woman of the dark ocean
my vantage
transmitting from the Galapagos
sending back driftwood,
empty bottles, feathers
whitened already with desire

4
Night is the river
you carry me over
Charon
eyes like small points of flame
I give you for obol
the last of my soul
trailing my hands in the water
for the small things that shine
trying to show you
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DAVID BROOKS

The Pines, Cottesloe
Firetails
tunnel through banksia,
worms
bore into bast and phloem
or turn about the dark root
half blind in earth black.
Behind the house
in a stand
of tall radiata
white cockatoos
are ripping the tight, young
pinecones into flight.
Beneath them
between trunks
already knee-deep in twilight
a garden-spider
is weaving a huge night star
and I can hear
in the long grass
something stirring.
Overhead
in twos and threes
the g':llls are returning
and one late crow
labouring like a man in mid channel.
For a moment
retracing the path
I am half in love
even with his dark wings,
coal-black and shining,
coming back
again and again
at nightfall
to rest in the high pines.
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LUCY SUSSEX

Quartet in D Minor
I looked out of the window and saw a skeleton walking down the moonlit street.
In addition, something was wrong with the house opposite, but I put that quickly
out of mind: what was a mere architectural anomaly compared with the major
dislocation of reality walking down the pavement, not street? Death, it appeared,
was acquainted with the traffic laws.
I was half-undressed beside the window, stripping by moon- and streetlight. The
blackout blind was jammed at half-cock, and I didn't care to provoke the Silver
Gun Rapist's little brother by displaying my charms under electric light. In fact, I
had taken off overcoat, scarf and boots, leaving neck to foot ballet lycra in harlequin
checks. It suits me. Now I replaced the discarded layers and followed Death down
the street. [ locked my front door and took the key with me, although I would never
use it again.
How lovely to die. Such a relief.
It was a chill early Spring evening, with blossoms on the trees. I passed beneath
a mass of scented white and thought that there was far too much written about
the flora of Spring: you can look at a tree and see only literary allusions. Examples
in two languages came to mind. With these thoughts flowery [ looked at the skeleton
and noticed it ornate, not the stark textbook cadaver, so familiar, yet never seen
in the bone.
He was like a skeleton made of flowers. My sight is good, but not at night (can't
eat enough carrots) and I wanted to get closer. But his steps were long and mine
short in my high-heeled boots, and he already had a good lead. I could have run,
but it seemed so undignified to chase Death, to seek it actively. Presumably some
time tonight Death would lure me under the wheels of a hoonmobile, but I would
be passive, not hurry him.
Him. The sex of a skeleton can be determined by the width of the pelvis, but
[ didn't know enough anatomy, being a dancer not a doctor. Somehow I couldn't
think of Death as a sister, so assigned it the male pronoun, the pronoun of the other.
Goodbye Alex, you other, you prick you. He had neglected to tell me until three
months into the relationship that he was married, not divorced as I had been led
by the nose to believe. Admittedly he was separated, but incompletely - semidetached. He spent every weekend with the family.
'For the kids' sake.'
[ had been wondering why he never took me out at weekends and only phoned
me then from public call-boxes. Every explanation had passed through my head
except the obvious. It was evidently a long-standing arrangement, of happy habit,
which allowed the helpmeet intermittent relief from Alex, and Alex the occasional
floozy.
'I didn't realise it would get this serious,' Alex said glumly.
Under the circumstances love had been inconvenient, but here was the way out.
Since I was saying mental goodbyes, [ added one to the street I knew so well. What
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had been wrong with the house opposite, that I passed everyday? It was owned by
a pair of de-renovators, who were busy restoring it to original Victorian gloom. I
hardly knew them, but the sound of the flute, harp, sackbut and psaltery at practice
intervals suggested they terrorised an early music society with their passion for
authenticity. Maybe they had done something to the front while I was teaching that
evening, although it was almost in mint condition; this house, alone of all the
buildings in the street, had retained its iron lace.
There was nothing odd about the house I was passing, similarly old, similarly
the property of the affluent. This couple adored theatre and were out so often that
they had bought a watchdog. He was sitting on a cane chaise-longue on the verandah,
and there was a creak-thump as he hopped off to do his duty. At the fence he sniffed
at me, then relaxed, allowing his tail some wags. He was a nice dog, even if one
had the feeling there was a designer label on him somewhere.
He had not noticed Death, who as a stranger should have elicited a volley of barks.
Neither did Stinky Tomcat one door down, who was cruising along the fencetop,
doing an Alex. The difference was that tomcats are presumably without conscience
and cannot confess. Alex, having told each woman about the other woman, was
surprised to find himself copping two sets of brickbats. Uncertain which of us was
the frying pan or the fire, he vacillated.
Still, one decision I was sure he could make would be to attend my funeral, looking
a mixture of ravishing and grief-striken. Suddenly it was very easy to put Alex out
of my mind, as I concerned myself with the hypothesis: was I the only one who
could see Death? So far there had been two non-witnesses, one a randy cat, and
the other a dog bred for beauty, not brains. I needed humans to test my theory,
and gazed around the street, hoping for a stray kid or a pair of lovers. Regina from
the milkbar and Wayne her swain had recently been staging the most torrid good byes
outside her parent's little brick house, two doors ahead, but they were not there
tonight. With a definite feeling of sour grapes I reflected that Regina and Wayne
would probably not notice Death if he kicked them in the shins in passing.
There were headlights in the distance, then the sound of a car carefully negotiating
the obstacle course in the tarmac courtesy of the roadworkers. I wondered vaguely
if Death would direct me to lie down in its path, but it stopped just ahead of us.
The car was a VW covered in Nuclear Disarmament stickers; the driver switched
off the lights, then froze. Hypothesis unproved? Perhaps I and the driver would
both perish that night. But as I neared I saw she - a long-haired girl - was staring
straight through Death, at me. She was trying to ascertain the sex of this nightwalker
and as I passed under a streetlight the suddenly illuminated harlequin tights decided
the issue. She got out of the car and went to her front door, still a little panicky.
I knew her now, a country girl, from the well-behaved student familistere in the street.
I also knew her fear. Oh Death, not that way, not a tabloid headline with gruesome
gynaecological details in small print, not a fate worse than you. Simultaneous with
these thoughts was the apprehension of someone approaching on the other side of
the street, a silhouette too tall to be anything but male. Teaching ballet from folk
to jazz keeps me fit: I could defend myself, but surely the presence of the skeleton
meant the outcome was decided. The figure was moving towards us, moving
unhurriedly.
Then he stopped as if by Biblical injunction, looking not at me, as the student
had done but at Death. The skeleton walked past him - his gaze shifted from it
for a moment and he noticed the shadower. He ran across the street and grabbed
my sleeve.
'You see it too!'
It was old George from the junkshop, who had recently starred in the street gossip,
becoming 'Ghoulish George.' He had been married to a woman somewhat older
than himself and they had lived unremarkably in an ugly house masked with ivy.
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George was a migrant from somewhere, but she was dinkum, although no Sheila:
her gestures and talk suggested the theatre. I had never known her name and
nameless to me she had died of a lingering disease, much sooner than expected.
The Council Nurse had visited one day to find George reading the paper aloud as
usual to his wife, who unusually had been dead since the night before. He had been
sent to a suburban funnyfarm, had ECT and come back cured, but with an aura
of the graveyard about him. Business had been slow at his shop for a time.
Conversely, his reputation had benefitted him in other ways, for in his absence
junkshop and ivy-house had been spared the attentions of our friendly local vandals.
'Why would I follow something I couldn't seeT I retorted.
George shook his head in disbelief, still staring at the skeleton.
'Let me go!'
He released my sleeve awkwardly.
'Come on, he's getting a big lead on us!'
We passed through another zone of streetlight and I saw George wore the most
extraordinary coat, of bottle-green wool, with a coachman's cape and a hood over
his thinning grey hair.
'You like my coatT he asked, mistaking astonishment for approval. 'My wife made
it. Before she got sick she was seamstress. Madame Rosa. She made coat for old
friend of hers, actor.'
He laughed.
'Big man, like me. He felt cold weather, so she made little cape. He had not a
hair on his head, big round head like an egg. He got cold there too and no hat
would stay on him. So she made hood.'
'If it belongs to someone else, why are you wearing itT
'He died on day she sewed hem,' George said, and sobered. He peered at the
skeleton.
'Not what I expected. No kosoy.'
He mimed the action of scything.
'You mean scythe. Not a word used much in the city.'
'I had idea of Death driving combine harvester maybe. So many people to die.'
'Death modernized,' I said, and thought of a Bruegel painting, thousands of
skeltons all busy making people into other skeletons. The unit of art history had
been taken to improve my mind, but instead I had been taught by Alex. Now I
could not remember his glossy artistic theories about the painting; I could only recall
that it was terrifying. As I thought that I realized:
'You're not afraid.'
'I think of Death as like' - he made a vague gesture - 'architecture. It exists.'
Without altering his tone of voice he asked: 'Why are you not afraid, what happened
to make young woman .. .'
'None of your business,' I replied, and we passed silently under another streetlight.
He took the opportunity to stare at my legs in their gaudy tights, but I was not
worried. George had an air of happy satiety that suggested an evening spent at a
massage parlour.
We had reached the less posh end of the street, otherwise known as the switchback,
for it curved up in a little hill and curved down again. In the switchback lived
Vietnamese, single mums, some pensioners and surly junkies, all people at one
remove from the Housing Commission. They hated it, as I had found when I had
taken round a petition against more high-rise public housing (influence of Alex
again). The trendies and the poor had voted anti in a bloc.
We were nearing the last good quality victorian house in the street, unrenovated
but already coveted by the real-estate sharks. It belonged to a Greek family, who
had concreted the front garden to within an inch of its plant life: only roses and
two skinny lemon trees protruded. The family, which comprised mama and son,
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intrigued me. She was handsome and very tall for a migrant woman, with an air
of remoteness heightened by her lack of English; he was lugubrious and blue-jawed.
Judging from the stickers on his early model Holden, which was not parked outside
the sparsely lit house this evening, he was some kind of revolutionary. There was
a tragedy in the family, for when I had brought the petition and the son was signing
it with a blunt pencil, I had seen the mother seated in the front room beneath a
cluster of black-framed photos.
She came out through the bathroom window, I swear she did. One moment George
and I were quietly following Death, the next we were joined by a wild figure in
white, who could have been mistaken for a ghost, except that she was too substantial
and statuesque. I was reminded of a Nike (week one of the art history course) before
I consciously realized who she was. She wore a K-mart nightgown, but on her it
looked good, draping like carved stone.
Aghast, George and I watched a middle-aged and thoroughly respectable Greek
woman chase after Death like Helen of Troy after Paris.
'We've got to get her back home,' I said. 'People will think she's lost her mind.'
'Her community would not like it.'
'S'right. It's un-Greek for a lady to walk the streets in her nightie.'
We ran, but she was fleet, and had almost reached Death, in fact had put out
her arm to touch him when suddenly she gave a cry and sat down hard on the
kerbside. As we neared she looked from us to the skeleton, comprehending. Then
she stretched out one large bare foot in the moonlight and we saw the dark liquid
seep from it. Tiny fragments of glass gleamed on the tarmac.
'Fucking junkies,' I said. 'Sorry, George.' The living dead, as they were called,
had forgotten many middle-class mores, including use of the litter bins - they
strewed their used syringes in the street. The Greek lady had stepped on one.
George took hold of her forearm.
'Give me hand,' he said, and I took hold of the other arm. She was warm to the
touch. As we helped her to her foot, I turned my head to see Death disappearing
over the switchback. Now he was gone as if we had never seen him. George looked
impatient, so I dismissed the skeleton from my mind, and hop-walked the woman
to her house. I tried the front door, but it was locked.
'I'll have to climb in through the bathroom window. You're too big and she's
injured.'
George turned to the Nike, spoke incomprehensibly, then she answered him in
the same language.
'You know Greek?'
'I pretended to be one once. I had to think to make language come back to me.
She says there is key under loose tile on verandah, third white one between us and
door.'
I looked, found it, then let us in. She pointed down the passageway and we followed
the direction, bringing her into a spotless, garish and garlicky kitchen. She twisted
sideways in my grip until I realized she wanted to sit down on one of the plastic
chairs. In her nest she became slightly imperious: there was a flood of Greek. George
interpreted:
'She says she wants basin of hot water, mirror, bandages and disinfectant.'
The first was in the kitchen, the second in the only feminine bedroom and the
last two in the bathroom cabinet. I breathed a silent blessing for objects that could
cross cultural barriers. Returning to the kitchen, I found she had put her injured
foot up on a second chair and was bleeding into a tea-towel. George was leaning
against the kitchen wall, looking inscrutable. Now he walked quietly out the door.
'George!'
'She is modest lady and that is woman's work,' he replied, muffled. The Nike
dunked her foot in the disinfected water, made a face, then surveyed the reflection
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of her bloodied sole in the mirror. There had been no tweezers visible in the bathroom
or bedroom, and I had been hesitant to pry. So, using my long, painted fingernails
as pliers, I extracted the thin shards of glass. She sat back, looking relieved but
faintly disapproving. When I had finished, she took charge of the bandaging, making
a big white club foot while I emptied the tinted water down the sink.
George had silently re-entered the kitchen and she spoke to him again.
'She asks me who you are.'
'Magda. She'd know I live down the street. I teach dancing.'
He spoke in Greek.
'I said you are teacher. A dancer to her means bad woman and - '
'I look like one already, huh?'
He made no reply, gentlemanly to the core. They spoke to each other again.
'She has heard my story, her son told her. The Colonels killed many of her family,
as similar men in different country killed mine. She wanted to ask Death why so
many, of those she loved. I had it in mind to maybe ask that too. It is to be expected
she and I would see manifestation of Death, we are well-acquainted with his work.
She asks what tragedy has befallen you.'
'I come from Hungary.'
It was an answer - George nodded before translating - but no answer. The
truth was that the entire family had left the country with not only their skins but
Granny's baubles, the best of which were a cluster of yellow diamonds.
The Nike nodded, satisfied.
Under no circumstances would I tell them why I had been pleased to see Death
that night. On the way back from class I had stopped at the milkbar and bought
a packet of razorblades, a useless purchase, with no use for me except one.
These morbid thoughts were halted by the sound of an early model Holden with
a defective muffler drawing up outside the front of the house. The Greek lady
gestured at the back door.
'Quickly!' said George and we slipped out, waiting until the front door had
slammed before sneaking up the side alley of the house. In the front garden we could
hear a solicitous male voice from the kitchen, so judged it safe to go out the gate.
Death was nowhere in sight. I imagined that in the morning some junkie or old
age pensioner would be found out of their miserable lives in the switchback. It was
obvious that the skeleton had not come for me. We walked silently up the street
to George's house. I thought we would part there, but he said:
'Young lady should not be alone on street at night.'
The moon had set and even the cats and dogs had gone to bed. George seemed
tired and abstracted. Without him noticing I took the packet of razorblades from
my pocket and dropped them in the gutter, being as untidy as a junkie. At the gate
we said goodbye, stiffly and formally.
'Not a word to anyone, right?'
'Right,' he said, as if surprised that I should state the obvious. He walked back
up the street and I watched him go before retreating to my house. Turning for a
last look, I noticed for the first time that the house opposite had lost its white iron
lace. I wondered why the owners would do that - it was authentic.
The blind was still stuck halfway up the window. I got undressed and lay down
in bed, feeling as if something had changed - but I could not pinpoint what it
was. There was an absence and I realized it was absence of Alex. The goodbye,
then, had been final.
I closed my eyes.
Very much later I drifted out of a state that was half-dream, half-wakefulness
to hear small sounds from the street outside. I got out of bed mother-naked and
peered out the window, towards the switchback, then away, then at the house
opposite. Death was standing on the bare verandah, and as I watched, his bones
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writhed. The flowery skeleton unfurled, flattening and attaching itself to the roof
and pillars of the verandah.
A skeleton made out of iron lace.
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BETH SPENCER

Doing the Rock: June 1984
the bus took off with me and I was missing you
[flashback] drinking gin on the flight from Cairns
- "trash can?" said the American across the aisle
- "rubbish bin" said the hostess and pointed to a paper bag
had the plane to ourselves our postcards and politeness the biscuit-baked
land followed us red as your thumb [ now] the American smiles sitting next to the
driver caught them up at the camel farm fists full of meat pies and Big Bill with
the cowboy hat and the bus between his legs [later] when we reach the motel they
book a room together quick work! I smile back [now] spinifex and wild melons
and the well-beaten track and a haze to go with the six a.m. high ! the big trip
! doing it ! "Get to know each other" Bill drawls into the mike so I pretend to examine
the view and make a list instead: I) two young men in the back seat propped up
with a can each one of them reads the tour guide the whole way a page and hour
and forgets to look out the window 2) a Canadian couple with a baby - babies
: dingoes - the mind's corny as it slides to the association but what can you do
they look so straight and you wonder how old it is why they're here (why the baby
never cries) and then 3) an English school teacher with large friendly thighs spread
over a double seat who's seen more of Australia than I have which isn't difficult
and up further 4) two old ducks Rosy and Else laughing and talking the whole way
making the most of it and 5) a lonely man (there always is ) [later] he shakes everyone's
hands with tears in his eyes [ now] up front Big Bill with his hand on the American's
knee and his grin in the mirror says "Get to know each other folks fun's only what
you make yourself" which is true I suppose but I'm not having fun and my sneakers
bought in Alice are too tight and I've no suntan cream because it's winter in Sydney
- and I think of your warm bed and cold room
- and Elaine walking up the stairs with a loaded needle "helping you out"
so maybe Bill's right or maybe fun's only what you left behind miles and
miles and I'm not even sure which direction "out there" and "home" make much
more sense on a plane here there is only the track (always the same one) and the
band of travelling tourists visiting the rock like visiting Grandma that same sense
of duty and boredom and just maybe the thought of something unexpected but there
was nothing unexpected not really we saw the rock and climbed it (Rosy and Else
took a helicopter) we took photos and watched slides and oohed and ahhed as the
sun painted the rock colours that it hadn't for us and we bought postcards of those
colours and played pool at the motel that the truck went through (had a plaque
on the wall, I lost) and then the English teacher took photos of little black kids
playing in the dust that is theirs and she cried when she read about Marilinga
nothing unexpected except this: the Gigas (Katajuta) were magic and on
the way back we all sang "pack up your troubles" and "you are my sunshine" and
best (and loudest of all) "beautiful beautiful brown eyes" while the road followed
us into town and the desert creaked towards night
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ERIC BEACH

how I became a poet
& when did you start writing eric?
... when I was about 5 years old
we moved into a new block of state houses
we used to play boot-th-ball-at-th-mercedes soccer
sunday tourists came to look at flagon alley
I was one of the oldest kids, 2 younger brothers tagging along
when I dug traps & covered them with pine needles
when I set fire to th dump on th corner
when I led th charge down th street with stones
using rubbish tin lids as shields
found enough boys with bars to dink th little kids down th creek
we used to rope swing into th tutaekuri, that's maori for dog
shit
which shows that europeans in new zealand, pakehas
were ignorant of th maori language until it was too late
when I was 6 they got me up in front of a class of 5 year olds
still trying to work out whether that was an insult or a
compliment
my first performance of my own work, adaptations of enid
blyton
enid's now banned, noddy & bigears, homosexuality & sadomasochism
so I learnt th writing game in a tough school
I plagiarised a ballad from a boys own annual for th school
mag
rather improved it I thought, got caught
'a copy of this magazine goes to th palace' thundered
th south african english master
sent 17 poems in red biro to th new zealand listener
editor send 17 back, 'too many adjectives' was all he said
when I did get published in th new zealand listener mum sent
them some
if my son can be a poet I can too she wrote them
they knocked her back, my mum likes her adjectives
dad & grandad wrote each other forty page letters about th
horses
grandad wrote anti-nuclear poems, when he was 90 th raglan
arts news
asked him how he became a writer, this is what he said;
'like my father, I pursue my theme into every ripple & shallow
& eddy
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because it stimulates my mental processes or because I hope
to
entertain or amuse ... or like my mother, I paint my picture
with primary colours; a simple phrase for adequate
description ...
there is no truer saying than that each of us is
'an omnibus in which all our ancestors ride'

STEPHEN OLIVER

Tails
He being tightly wrought cut
the world dead before it did him.
The world cut off continued
its trend making danger from
noise as a radio station at the
edge of signal locates the anger
of silence disturbed as surely he
was. A little poem later assailed
lifted from the water-table of
thought where he thought it lost.
A little lake of words round as
a coin yet no man-made thing
which had he noticed had been
always to view and he flipped it
to land there upon the broad page.
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KIRPAL SINGH

Australian Landscape
Here where five bells toll south of my days
And where all the rivers run, woman to man,
Man to woman, there is power without glory,
An ordinary lunacy for kings in grass castles.
Here the tree of man grows with a monkey grip,
and the merry-go-round in the sea is, well,
Like the orange tree of a late picking.
In the pausing of the hours, the hidden kingdom
Belongs to a woman of the future, a fortunate life
Where loving daughters, singing to the cattle
For love alone will take a long time dying.
The dreaming dragons, listening at night
Carve an absolutely ordinary rainbow,
Earth colours in sunny days of winter.
All beasts are beasts of prey here where you find
All things in their imagined counterpart.
And so I, a visitor, trying to bypass
The year of living dangerously & turtle beach,
Ignoring the cry in the jungle and cherry blossom,
Cling to the floating world, travelling north,
And sing the praise of time and the rain.
Perhaps, blood relations will eliminate
The tyranny of distance, convince the slow natives,
Naked under capricorn all the green year
Of my brilliant career, by crowded solitude.
In visions splendid I see the transit of Venus,
By reef and palm, wild cat faIling, bliss,
The harp in the south brings homesickness
And I yearn again for the magic pudding
In the lucky country of an imaginary life.
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MARK WILLIAMS

The "English" Patrick White
The 19305 Context of The Living and
the Dead
In Flaws in the Glass Patrick White disparagingly describes himself in the late
thirties as "chas[ing] after a fashionable style" and as "paying lip service to the
fashionable radical views.'" We may gain hints of this would-be fashionable White
from several sources. In the summer 1938 number of New Verse White published
a poem, "The House Behind the Barricades," which, in its nervous depiction of the
engulfment of the private by the public world, is entirely representative of the period.
The poem describes the threat of violent political action to a wilfully self-enclosed
consciousness content to feast upon images of a more sensuous and leisurely past
("Desert now the halls where we ate peaches in their season").2 In the poem's
apocalyptic conclusion, the time-bomb of present political urgency ticks away the
dying moments of a world in which the individual could still look inward, ignoring
"the actual plane."
White's style is intended to be as fashionable as his politics. The opening
Audenesque imperative, "Desert now," is echoed on the facing page by the opening
lines of two poems by Geoffrey Grigson: "Watch, please" and "Complete the natural
history.''3 Auden is also behind White's line, "that one with the torn eye, the one
with the revolving conscience," with its particularizing demonstrative pronoun and
its yoking of abstraction and concreteness in the closing image. Above all, the poem's
determination to drag a reluctant young bourgeois towards political commitment
is characteristic in tone and ideological stance of the Auden group who dominated
the decade and the magazine New Verse.
White has come a long way from the pale Housman imitations of The Ploughman
and Other Poems (1935), his first published book. He has shucked off his belated
Georgianism, his preferences for images of nature over those of modern urban life
and the wistful air of adolescent melancholy that hangs over the early poems. He
has put behind him his Housman-like habit of considering death sub specie
aeternitatis and made it immediate, realistic, the provenance of contemporary
politics. He has replaced his youthful, Housman-inspired attraction to nostalgic
pastoral and the metaphysical pessimism of adolescence with a thirties prejudice
against wilful self-enclosure within sensibility. The White we glimpse behind "The
House Behind the Barricades" is not quite up to date, but he thinks he is, or very
nearly.
Yet in spite of its Audenesque gestures, "The House Behind the Barricades" adopts
by and large the style that dominated the generation immediately prior to that of
the Auden decade. Its long, hesitant sentences, its choice of a nerveless and exhausted
sensibility as narrator, its use of the objective correlative - all point to the fatal
influence of "Prufrock.''4 White's determination to toss his belated Prufrock into the
sordidness of the actual bespeaks his desire to be up to date. Yet the poem shows
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an essential uncertainty about which fashionable style the poet ought to be chasing
after. "The House Behind the Barricades" shows us less a young writer determined
to make himself over in the image of the prevailing fashion than one unable to decide
which style is suited to his needs as a writer.
.
We find these same stylistic indecisions in White's second published novel, The
Living and the Dead (1941). Despite White's stated aversion to the novels and
granting its minor status in his oeuvre, The Living and the Dead is crucial to an
understanding of his development as a novelist precisely because of its confusion
of purpose. White did not emerge ex nihilo as a major novelist some time around
1957 on a small farm outside Sydney. His post-war writing cannot be divorced from
his experience as a young man living as a kind of reverse remittance man on £400
per annum in the London of the thirties and soaking up the cultural milieu.
In the late thirties and early forties White attempted to work out in his early fiction
the various conflicting impulses which are the familiar features of the post-war
"Australian" White. In both Happy Valley (1939) and The Living and the Dead we
find experiments with modernist techniques, a high modernist attitude of disdain
for the broken modern world, a species of social prophecy and a strain of betweenthe-wars organicist nostalgia which carries over into The Tree of Man (1955). This
nostalgia is still felt in the horror of the impact of modernity on traditional Greek
life which White expresses in Flaws in the Glass. 6 In The Living and the Dead these
impulses and their stylistic correlatives are most blatantly and thereby most tellingly
working against one another. The very strains of these conflicts within the novel
indicate White's dissatisfaction with his place in the literary milieu ofthirties England,
and thereby they suggest both why he was to abandon England immediately after
the war and what he was fated to carry with him into his subsequent writing.
Although not published until 1941, The Living and the Dead is more properly
a thirties novel than Happy Valley. The mood of disillusion with the favourite
alternative moral and social orders of the thirties that we find in The Living and
the Dead places the novel at the close of the decade. Like Auden's "September 1,
1939" and Orwell's "Inside the Whale" (1940), White's novel judges the enthusiasms,
idealisms and dreams of the decade from the outside. But White is more nostalgic
than either Auden or Orwell for whom the leftist posturings of thirties bourgeois
intellectuals have been thoroughly exposed by the shabby close of a "low, dishonest"
decade. 7 The centre of moral concern in The Living and the Dead - a sense of
the spiritUal bankruptcy of the English bourgeoisie and the "civilisation" for which
it had once stood coupled with a search for alternatives - is at the heart of the
thirties dilemma.
Given the time of its writing, it seems odd that The Living and the Dead should
show so unmistakably the influence, both texturally and structurally, of Eliot, Joyce,
Woolf and Lawrence. By "a fashionable style" White means chiefly, as far as his
writing is concerned, the techniques of modernism, circa 1922. The chief stylistic
influence on the novel is Eliot. Elyot Standish - the Christian name is a giveaway
- like the speaker of "Gerontion" is a "dry brain:' conscious of belonging to a rotten
and fragmented civilization who waits with Tiresian indifference for improbable signs
of new growth. 8 Yet for most of the writers in New Verse Auden, not Eliot, was
the distinctively "modern" voice, the writer whose style dominated the period. 9 In
the number after that in which "The House Behind the Barricades" was published,
Charles Madge wrote an obituary for Eliot on the grounds that Eliot's "relation to
the world of letters and the public [is] such that obituary [is] in fact the proper form
in which to discuss him."10
There is, however, a curious rightness in White's choice of a master influence
given the time, 1939-41, in which The Living and the Dead was written. The novel
records the precise moment at which the dreams of the thirties broke up as a whole
civilization seemed on the point of being swept forever down the gutter of history.
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What had seemed serious and mature now looked merely silly and shoddy. The
communist lamb was lying down with the Nazi tiger. Auden and Isherwood had
bolted for New York. White himself dallied in bars not far from the one in which
Auden wrote "September 1, 1939," the requiem for a decade. He even considered
staying in New York. The moment of commitment to the business of defeating fascism
had not yet arrived. The tone of weariness and disgust that is so insistent in The
Living and the Dead - the tone that recalls The Hollow Men and Mauberley is appropriate to this bankrupt and guttering civilization.
What is odd about this choice of influence is its calculated flouting of the ruling
thirties prose style. White eschews the manner of the documentary, the eye-witness
account, the journal or the factual record - the characteristic modes of thirties
writing. He avoids also the cool, clipped, understated style that Orwell and Isherwood
took over from Hemingway. By the late thirties this style had become so predominant
that in Enemies of Promise an exasperated Cyril Connolly spliced together
quotations from Hemingway, Isherwood and Orwell to make a typical prose passage
for 1938. 11 But White is not merely avoiding the standard thirties prose style in favour
of the "mandarin" line of English prose fiction preferred by Connolly: the elevated
style, long sentences and the concentration on upper class sensibilities that we find
in Aldous Huxley and Virginia Woolf. White does not confine his attention as, by
and large, they do to an upper-class milieu. The social range of the novel extends
from the working class to the shabby lower regions of the upper middle class.
Moreover, The Living and the Dead, like "The House Behind the Barricades," offers
a criticism of the self-regarding bourgeois sensibilities. The young novelist is anxious
to convince his reader that he is on the side of political engagement.
Yet if we define "mandarin" as difficult and linguistically sophisticated rather than
merely upper-class prose, The Living and the Dead belongs in this line. White's
particular concern in the novel is to reconcile the historical seriousness his thirties
conscience forces on him with a modernist method, specifically with the techniques
of modernism as it was between 1920 and 1925.
After the experiments with modernist style in Happy Valley, The Living and the
Dead seems assured in its drawings on Eliot, Joyce and Woolf. White has learned
from Joyce, for instance, to present entire sections of the narrative in terms of the
sensibility, though not necessarily directly through the eyes, of a particular character.
In these sections external events and things are steeped in subjectivity. In the
symbolist manner environment suggests states of soul. Moreover, the style in these
sections serves the same end. Even the narrative voice loses impartiality and becomes
caught up by the sensibility it is registering.
White has also learned, chiefly perhaps from Woolf, to sUbjectivise time not merely
by having his narrator announce, as in Happy Valley, that time is not always
measurable by the clock but by focussing the action through the consciousness of
each of the characters and by paying careful attention to the effects he is achieving
at the level of the phrase. Connie Tiarks' fall from the mulberry tree is particularly
well handlep. By couching the fall in one long spiralling sentence composed of a
series of phrases, spaced to measure Elyot's breaths and packed with sibilants and
participles to register his horrified response, White allows Connie to crash less
through the air than through the fascinated attention of her watcher:
That was before she began, it happened at first slowly, her fingers slipping "as surely as
a fruit off its twig, her dress the downward flare that brushed his face, he saw; \he rushing
was the white dress, the head that tumbled with the sickness of a fruit, her voice stretched
out in air. 12

At times, it is true, the novel's modernist debts are in Malcolm Lowry's words,
"maldigested and baleful". 13 We find in a less polished form the same choice of image,
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the same phrasing, even the same recoil from physicality, that we find in early Eliot:
"Once as a child he [Elyot] had stuck a caterpillar with a pin, watched the writhing
and a green liquid" (140). Similarly, the staked dog that Eden Standish and Joe
Barnett find on the beach reminds us of the corpse of a dog which Stephen Dedalus
notices while walking on a beach in Ulysses. To compare Joyce's dogsbody with
White's is to be forcibly impressed by White's penchant for overloading his symbols.
Joe Barnett's little terrier must not only stand for the whole, wounded world, but
must also be offered to us without a touch of humour, without, for instance, Joyce's
genital-sniffing live dog who reminds us that life frisks on in the midst of death. 14
For all the obsessive concern in The Living and the Dead with "the substance of
things," the novelist seems curiously unconcerned with things in themselves (58). We
never gain the sense, as we do in Lawrence, of the discrete, particular existence of
things, whether a lobster on tip-toe or a woman combing her hair in the sun.
Allowing for these local failures in assimilating influences, The Living and the
Dead is a major step forward in terms of its narrative organization: the shape of
the novel is governed less by the desire to trace a sequence of events than by the
desire to register the impact of events on consciousness. In Happy Valley White relied
on external action. In The Living and the Dead the entire action is contained within
the retrospection of the central character, Elyot Standish, who thinks back over
various events, jumbling their chronological order according to the importance he
attaches to them subjectively - all this as he walks home from the station at which
he has seen his sister, Eden, off to the Spanish war. This does not mean that the
whole action is focussed through the consciousness of Elyot. His enclosed sensibility
does, however, frame the whole so that we view a disintegrating civilization through
a consciousness which cultivates a pose of detachment from its corruptions but which
offers no way out. Elyot, like the speaker of "The House Behind the Barricades,"
hears the call of actual suffering and senses a substantial world outside the boundaries
of his cultivated and inward-looking sensibility. But like so many other young middleclass intellectuals in the thirties Elyot cannot break through class and education to
touch "the actual plane."
Despite its employment of modernist strategies, however, The Living and the Dead
retains an omniscient narrator who all too frequently blunders into the narrative
assuming the divine privilege which such narrators habitually confer on themselves
of nudging the reader towards the appropriate moral judgement. Moreover, despite
being organised around chunks of consciousness that intersect without actually
touching one another, the novel retains an uncompromised sense of the characters
as inescapably social beings. In fact, behind the novel's confidently modernist surface
we may find traces of the traditional realistic form of the bourgeois novel. Framed
by Elyot Standish's retrospection is a Familienroman in which the Standishes are
representative figures of the English middle class in its period of decline.
In a manner characteristic of much thirites writing, White is trying to find a
balance between the private and public worlds. Hence his modernist techniques,
which reinforce the private bias, must reach a.modus vivendi with the social bias
of the novel. Thus, although the novel is framed by an intensely private sensibility,
its form is intended as a critique of solipsism. We are invited to view through the
"dead" eyes of Elyot Standish the attractiveness of the more open forms of living
to which he cannot commit himself. In other words, although Elyot seems, like
Prufrock or Stephen Dedalus, to be a sensibility in escape from the nightmare of
history, he has much more in common with those heroes of thirties novels like Edward
Upward's Journey to the Border (1938) who are trying to shake themselves out of
their neurotic self-regard into the real world of historical activity.
White's response to the modern world in The Living and the Dead is of the thirties
in that it is not consciously predicated of a nostalgia for an ideal of wholeness located
in the past as were Eliot's, Lawrence's and Pound's. The novel suggests that the
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condition of civilization it describ~s is historically caused and may be altered by the
commitment of individuals to - the terms are deliberately vague - life, love,
socialism. The novel is not in any sense Marxist. It does, however, see the working
class as a source of hope by contrast to a debilitated bourgeoisie. Such a viewpoint
was common enough among young bourgeois writers during the thirties. But White's
novel discloses an apparently unconscious authorial preference for those sections of
the working class that retain some link to the old, vital and organic way of life of
the English peasantry. Here White's ideological bias seems closer to Lawrence's than
to the leftist English writers of the thirties. Yet organicist nostalgia was common
in the thirties even among the Auden group, and in part accounts for the persistent
influence of Lawrence throughout the decade.
Despite all the pylons, wirelesses, aeroplanes and locomotives that announce the
new age in the poetry of the thirties, the voice of organicism was by no means stilled.
We may hear it insistently behind the leftist rhetoric of C. Day Lewis who advises
the prospective communists in 1933 to "break up the superficial vision of the motorist
and restore the slow, instinctive, absorbent vision of the countryman."15 We may
hear it in John Betjeman's poem 'Slough' (1937), and in the early Lawrence Durrell
The Black Book, (1935) and even in Orwell's hankering after Edwardian village life
in Coming Up for Air (1939). And of course we may hear it raised very stridently
indeed in the early writings of F.R. Leavis whose attacks on the organs of mass
opinion-making - radio, cinema, newspapers - in Mass Civilization and Minority
Culture have a rancorousness that anticipates White's treatment of the same in The
Living and the Dead. 16
White differs most signally from Eliot, Joyce and Woolf in the characteristically
thirties form of leftist didacticism which is found in White's determination to place
at the novel's moral centre an idealized proletarian figure who takes his stand in
favour of life by volunteering to fight for the Spanish loyalists. White apparently
feels obliged by the pressure of the times to identify "life" with the working man
(again, there is a Lawrentian bias in the terms which complicates the thirties theme).
Joe Barnett embodies a species of proletarian piety whose comedy is unintended.
That we are meant to take him as a representative of working-class virtue is bad
enough. That we are supposed to take him seriously as a lover for Eden Standish
is simply ridiculous. He is Ham Peggotty dressed up as a proletarian revolutionary.
As a sample of revolutionary activism Joe could only be of comfort to the threatened
exploiting classes. Not only is he the sort of quality-conscious producer of artifacts
favoured by William Morris, as distinct from the alienated industrial worker, he
also does his revolutionizing safely outside Britain.
The Living and the Dead in short, is sympathetic with but not wholeheartedly
committed to the working class as a means of escape from the deadness of
contemporary civilization. This uncertainty on White's part ought to be reassuring.
Authorial doubt prevents politically interested art from turning into propaganda.
Yet the equivocations in the novel do not proceed from any real complexity of political
insight. There is none of that doubleness of vision we find in Marvell's odes or Yeats'
political poems. We are not, in any case, led to expect complex insight by the novel's
title so much as fully resolved vision. The authoritativeness of the title is calculated
to cow us. It promises an apocalyptic division of a whole civilization into a secular
version of the damned and the saved.
Clearly the novel is seeking some fullness of life to which it might commit its
energies, a fullness in which working-class values, however vaguely understood, must
have some part. But what part? And what precisely is meant by the term "Life" with
which White bullies us? There is a presumption in the use of this term which reminds
us of another thirties Jeramiah, Leavis, who, at least, knows what he means by the
wordY But White, because he is not sure, allows the novel's centre of interest to
slip away into vagueness, obfuscation and sentimentality.
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White's problem with his working-class characters is a characteristically thirties
one: his political sentiments clash with his ineradicable bourgeoisness. The mood
of the novel recalls Auden's equivocations throughout the thirties about the Marxist
conviction that the future lies with the working class. In a burst of enthusiasm for
the Spanish left and righteous hatred of fascism Auden penned the line he later
deleted from Spain which condones "the necessary murder."18 Auden felt that
bourgeois civilization and liberal culture were doomed and that Marxism was
inevitable and probably salutary. But he could not suppress doubts about the
desirability of its application to a society whose "decadent" freedom he
enthusiastically enjoyed. He· could not altogether slough off the liberal culture that
made the individual rather than the collective the ultimate repository of value. Hence,
the tendency of his thought to veer off in mid-poem towards the theories of Freud
or Groddeck, or merely into schoolboy inanities.
White is writing at a time when the faith of English writers in communism had
been undermined by the events of the late thirties and early forties. Yet he evidently
feels, as late as 1941 when bourgeois individualism was coming back into vogue,
that intellectuals have a moral obligation to identify with the oppressed and that
in the working class is to be found a source of value unavailable elsewhere in a
collapsing civilization. Like Auden, White is not interested in the specifics of how
to change the civilization revealed to be rotten. Like Auden also, his equivocations
express themselves in his writing by a tendency to sheer away from the central
problems posed by apocalyptic thought, if not towards Freud and Marx, then
towards a Lawrentian faith in things and in sexual love.
The choice the novel offers us is a moral one in the Lawrentian sense that we
are required to choose among various responses to life. We are confronted with the
ugliness, anomie and fragmentation that is modem life and required to take sides:
we must choose between the living-dead, all those who have retreated in the face
of life's possibilities, and those who seek "an intenser form of living" (379). As William
Walsh puts it, the novel "dramatises the distinction which Lawrence made between
life and existence."18
The novel offers a choice, however, not between real life and mere existence but
one between mere existence and real death. The Living and the Dead perverts the
Lawrentian vision it seems by its title to have adopted. For Lawrence the absence
of God forces human beings to find religious meaning in life itself, particularly in
sexual love. We are convinced by the love of Alred Durrant and Louisa in 'The
Daughters of the Vicar' (1914) or that of Connie and Mellors in Lady Chatterley
because we can feel the reality and rightness of the sexual connection. The incredible
leap across the classes is made possible and convincing by Lawrence's concentration
on touch. (Here, White fails us.)
There is a morbidity in White's treatment of sexuality that allows him brilliantly
to present the parody of love performed by Elyot and Muriel but prevents his giving
life to the love-making of Joe and Eden. For these two love leads only to death.
Joe leaves the living-death of England not with his lover in search of more life a Lawrentian solution - but for the lonely battlefields of a war whose meaning
he has failed to grasp. He dies for a set of symbols: "the apparent fact of Spain"
recorded in the newspapers (288, my emphasis). Eden's love for Joe fails to overcome
her feeling that the world lacks substance. She sees the world as "a cold star" (344).
She sees their love-making merely as an attempt to infuse into "the dying body of
the world" their living acts and convictions (334). Mter their night together which
fails to warm her into life she flees from a tinkers' camp "as if someone had lived
there too fully" (353). Her decision to follow Joe to Spain is a suicide. It is prompted
by the message that spring brings her of the necessity for the individual organism
to submit to the obscure purposes of the larger design, that is, by dying. The novel
is more than half in love with the death it promises to oppose.
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One feels in The Living and the. Dead White's recoil not only from sexuality but
also from life itself. The word "world" in the novel comes to mean not so much
the wor,J of social relations - the usual sphere of the novelist - but the material
world itself, understood in some Manichaean sense. We are presented in the midst
of the general decay of a culture with a single point of value: the love between a
working-class man and a disenchanted bourgeois woman. Far from redeeming the
deadness, however, this love serves only to underline its pervasiveness. Death
insinuates its presence all too easily into even the most intimate moments of love.
The recoil from materiality and sexuality is too strongly felt in the novel to allow
the body to provide access to fullness of life. The novel cannot settle on a way out
of the living-death it delineates with mingled fascination and horror. The problem
lies in the novel's confusion about whether what it opposes is the condition of the
world at a given historical moment or is simply the world itself: the world of things
that pass.
This indecision on White's part leads not only to a confusion of purpose but also
to a suspicion in the novel about the value of its own endeavour. The novel consigns
among the dead all those who offer the symbol of a thing or an emotion rather
than the reality: the dealers in words, gestures, abstractions. At the same time, the
novel converts the world it deals with from something real - a complex and everchanging whole composed of material facts, social relations and private thoughts
- into something abstract: a dying piece of matter adrift in space onto which man
is thrown.
Unable to discover any substance in the world, the novel can only offer us the
gestures and symbols it condemns. Hence, the self-enclosedness of The Living and
the Dead, the sense that the novelist has found himself trapped within a circle of
what he most wishes to transcend: words. This sense of entrapment is everywhere
present in spite of White's evident and fashionably thirties desire to condemn
solipsism in favour of "the actual plane." The novel offers us symbols about
symbolism such as the Bristol box (266). The characters - particularly Catherine
and Eden Standish - are uncomfortably conscious of their lives as "narrative" or
"symbol" or "hieroglyph." Their lives are composed of gesures void of meaning. Their
words have no connections to things. Unable to find a way out of the impasse it
describes, the novel is forced into an extreme self-consciousness. We are offered not
a critique of a charade posing as life but a charade posing as a novel. The Living
and the Dead becomes unavoidably what it most deplores: an enclosed world of
self-reflexive words.
What is most germane in this novel to White's subsequent development as a
novelist is his consciousness that the central problem he faces formally is that of
reconciling his moral seriousness with his intensely self-conscious preoccupation with
language. The Living and the Dead rightly locates the source of its own formal
problems in the impasse reached by the civilization it describes. The English
language, as White sees it in this novel, has been infected by the inability of English
culture to connect action and meaning, word and thing, gesture and emotion. This
corruption of the word is felt ubiquitously: the newspapers translate the deaths in
Spain or China into empty abstractions; the inn at which Joe and Eden spend the
night fails to provide the "Hovis" it advertises, reminding Eden of the gap between
sign and signified. The novel, seeking substance rather than sign, is thwarted
wherever it turns within English life. By the late thirties England has become for
White as much as Elyot Standish, an "elaborate charade that meant something once,
a long time ago. When the figures, the gestures were related to enthusiasms" (228).
In a culture where aridity has become so pervasive, there can be no place for the
writer who seeks to point the way back to desired simplicities. The solution, as White
found after the war, was to relocate his nostalgia and revivify his writing by returning
to Australia.
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The Writer's Sense of the Past:
Essays on Southeast Asian and
Australian Literature,
ed. Kirpal Singh, Singapore University Press, 1987, 233pp.
An informative and stimulating set of essays which bring together
the literary and critical experience of 24 Australian and Southeast
Asian authors, editors and critics, The editor, Kirpal Singh comments
in his challenging introduction: 'The writer appropriates the past
Unlike the historian, the past often becomes merely a vehicle for
expressing a certain sensibility, a certain sensitivity' but 'The writer's
sense of the past is, usually, a prelude to his sense of the future,' These
essays contribute to a sense of shared pasts and projected futures in
the Asia-Pacific region.
Recommended retail price: $15,
Available post-free for $15 from CSAL, Department of English,
The University of Western Australia, Nedlands, WA 6009,
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PETER KOCAN

Graffiti
In Winchester Cathedral's holy dim,
Among the relics of the great and grim,
On your left as you enter from the front
One Thomas Frigges has left his monument.
Once, when the world was busy or asleep,
He crept inside and carved his letters deep
On a column by the aisle. And his sign
Is neatly dated 1629.
This graffiti was no passing thought:
He must've laboured hours, having brought
What implements he needed to make clear
That Thomas Figges existed and was here.
And in a sense that scallywag defiled
On behalf of all the diffident and mild
Who never got the notice they deserve
Because they lacked a chisel, or the nerve.
His signature, however blunt and rude,
Stands witness for a vanished multitude
Of nobodies. As Thomas Frigges well knew,
Nobodies must also have their due.
And now three centuries of dusty time
Have intervened to pardon that old crime,
Endorse a human message which would prove
The greater vandalism to remove.
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PETER-JOHN LEWIS

Getting On
Quietness never stills.
In Sydney, 6 AM,
darkness hums over high rise
monuments to commerce,
whispering through somnolent, narrow streets.
Old Maurie throws and crashes bins,
he swings the green plastic bags
up into the truck and off
he runs, his heavy gut
swaying as he slows
to sweep up another heap of refuse.
Rugged up warm enough
in scarf and beanie
resplendent with team colours;
Manly Sea Eagles,
"Premiers this year, no worries!"
Sixtieth year, feeling older,
colder.
He done alright but;
got a little house, brought up
two good kids. There's
grandkids now.
Some great mates
over the years.
Known a few bastards, 'course.
"Me and the missus
get on good y'know."
Be glad to retire.
He heaves himself up
onto the back of the truck,
signals driver, holds on,
another half a block,
another street.
All look much the same now.
Now,
struggling to catch his breath, as
first daylight breaks through morning cloud.
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DAVID REITER

My Daughter Gives Up Piano
After the breeze, she chooses her dried
leaves carefully: only those with pristine
corners deserve to escape the freeze
and thaw. She will show these to no one
especially her mother, whom I left
winters ago drying her slighted
wings. My daughter once brought me
stories in crayon, on paper flimsy
as a vow, matching one word for ten
of mine. She forgot those fingers
first because the talent trickled
from me. Music, though, was her
mother's blood. In that, she thought
she found a leash. When she competed
among the faery Alices, I sat on the pew
stiff as a fresh bible, because no church
could contain my edges with her mother
at the aisle. When the judge asked who
would swear for her trophy, only one
voice asserted in the glassy air.
Prizes since, my daughter folds
her piano when I visit. Perhaps she will
dance or do theatre where I never. "Music,"
she says, "is for children."
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CONNIE BARBER

Lady Bay Warrnambool
At the troubled edge of ocean,
whose long dark reach touches
white islands where, through long days,
through closed winters, men log scores
played by ice and lava, the scales
of forgotten tropics, the rainbow
hunches behind a domestic island, sulks
onto tables where low waves
throw cloths of sky.
Fishermen wait inside cars, trucks,
in the lee of the breakwater. The scent of cigarette
on the morning blows towards boats.
Blue, orange, red, green, they sit
with the tide; face the land.
A black horse steps into slack water,
follows the dinghy, drops haunches and swims
in time to the slow dip of oars.
He snorts between boats, slaloming
anchor chains. A bay rolls on dry sand;
another lunges at the tide line.
The men stand and tum in slow motion.
It could be a silent fIlm, then
gunfire rattle runs along the bay.
Gallopers leave the flat ebb sand, kick
through dry dunes. When the reel ends
grey men return to grey houses; take with them
the rub and smell of horse,
the tasteless sound of ocean.
Then the watchers swing from cramped cabins,
untie dinghies no faster than the fall
of water. Out of sight
ocean pounds shelves of kelp.
Boats rise to the tide, reach beyond the breakwater
for the long breath from the pole.
Their colours write scales of distance horizoned
by breakers. The men ride blind water
in fragments of light, live on death
and the mystery of fish.
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CONNIE BARBER

Windows
She points out the windows she fitted:
measured and cut the beadings, nailed home,
the mud bricks she made, old roof slates
she laid, kneeling all day. We read
in candle light. The peppermints
grow into black laced columns. Windows
pale to pure blue.
We leave logs humming in the stove,
candles standing silent and gold
to look for Pleides half hidden
by the moon. The bull leads us to the sisters.
We scan up and down, side to side.
No blob paled by moonlight signals
'Comet.' He's there somewhere. But the moon
wins. Stars swing west, arc to the zenith,
look back through the windows. Aldebaran
winks through leaves. We know
his cycle, keep it in the scale
of sun-dried mud and beaded windows.
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BRUCE DAWE

Bad Day in Gehenna
Folks if you ever in your life
thrilled to the fabulous adventure
of the original movie you just won't want
to miss this futuristic follow-up
in which the same great JC once again
following in His Heavenly Father's footsteps
buckles on His old Peacemaker .45
and rides on down from the rim of
the eternal Mogollons heading for
the town of Gehenna where
Bat Satana and his hellish crew are holding
EVERYONE to RANSOM ...
BUT FIRST
He's got to round up the old bunkhouse buddies
from the Gospel Valley days the famed
MAGNIFICENT ELEVEN including grizzled
"Doc" Luke whose razor-sharp Bowie knife
is still in many a theatre of operations
a deadly scalpel then there's the fractious
Zebedee Brothers at present doing time
on the rock-pile at Fort Leavenworth for
a fracas in Topeka plus bold John White Eagle
Jes right-hand man not to mention
Simon the Reb and Three-Fingered Pete
with his ventriloquial rooster
Oh and yes
riding point as they enter the main drag
is a rising new star a broodingyoungster with angst in his eyes
and a perennially unlit cigarillo on his lips
known only as the Parousia Kid who is
this slim-hipped dewy-eyed gunse\
you well may ask and we'd tell you
if we knew but we'll fit him in somehow
at the next script-writers conference on the back-lot
behind the Last Chance Saloon where the Four Horsemen
of the Apocalypse are even now cinching
their saddle-girths tighter and bidding
a fond farewell to the Babylon Dance-Hall gals
before getting set for what promises to be
a good long ride ....
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Reply to Graeme Kinross Smith
Despite the incorporation of most of my corrections in his follow-up piece "Brother
George Looks Over Biographers' Shoulders" (Westerly 3, 1987), Graeme Kinross
Smith has still left one or two unnecessary obscurities. For instance, the question
of the first name the Johnstons gave the house in Buxton Street, Elsternwick. Graeme
writes that Jack and Pat Johnston were "adamant" that the house was called
"Avalon", changed by George to "Lochied", and later returned to "Avalon". I
telephoned Pat Johnston a few days ago, and far from being "adamant", she is hazy
on this detail. Her only clear memory is of the name being changed from "Lochied"
to "Avalon" soon after she arrived on the scene, some twenty years after the family
began living there. This was confirmed by Johnston's sister Marjorie, who of course
grew up in the house. They have no memory of it having been originally called
"Avalon"; "Lochied" was Johnston's grandmother's surname, as shown on her son's
birth certificate, so I doubt that there is any ambiguity about the origin of the name
"Lochied" given to the house. This argument is detailed, with sources, in my
biography of Johnston, so I don't know why Graeme says my sources are "unstated".
On a second matter, it ought to be realized that claims that Johnston and Charmian
Clift were married as early as 1946 would make Johnston a bigamist, since he was
not divorced from his first wife, Elsie, until 28th April, 1947. The Johnston and Clift
marriage certificate shows that they were married in the Manly registry on 7th
August, 1947.
I think one general lesson does emerge from the disparities between Graeme's first
piece and my own work on Johnston, and that is the unwisdom of relying on a
single aural source for accurate information. It does not matter who the interviewee
is, or how close he or she may be to the subject, or even if it is the subject himself,
no memory is free from error, nor indeed from tendencies, conscious or unconscious,
to "adjust" the past. Documentary evidence is more reliable, particularly on matters
of fact. But even where this is not available, researchers should seek more than one
aural source' before reaching conclusions. Nor is the testimony of members of the
subject's family necessarily more authoritative than someone else's on every matter.
Repeatedly during my research on the Johnston biography I was forced to change
conclusions I had allowed to be made for me by Johnston himself, having discovered
that he was, as we all are, capable of peddling errors.
All of this, I am sure, goes without saying to a writer of Graeme Kinross Smith's
experience. Nevertheless, for some reason he neglected the code in his biographical
'sketch published in Westerly last March, and I now simply point out to any researcher
the dangers of doing this. Nor does it provide much of a defence to argue, as Graeme
does at the end of his follow-up piece, that perhaps "there's no such thing as truth"
anyway, because there demonstrably is such a thing as accurate research, and if we
do not believe this then all our enquiries into the past are reduced to nonsense.
Garry Kinnane*
*Garry Kinnane is author of George Johnston: a Biography (Nelson, 1986).
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Close Reading Competition
Dear Sirs,
When I received my latest copy of Westerly, I was heartily challenged by your
gauntlet, thrown down so peremptory like on page forty nine, that I thought, well,
here goes, your chance for a year of the big W for free, as times have been hard
out here recently, you see, and even Ray, the local newsagent, mutters and thumbs
his chin whenever I go in there for my westerly, as I have it worked out to the day
when it will arrive, but I can assure you that the copies will be well used, as our
little reading group, which meets on the first Tuesday in every month (last month's
choice was mine; I thought North and South Part II an appropriate choice, don't
you?) circulates each copy that I get, so you will not only be helping a poor and
deserving reader, but enriching the literary life of a wheatbelt oasis of culture, but
I do declare that I have begun to read the print before the misprint, so I shall to
business.
Can you imagine my despair, when, on trying to locate the previous edition, I
discovered that Len, my husband (Oh, how I made him suffer for it) had used the
relevant pages to wrap up the hotdogs which he'd taken out to the boys as they
worked on the harvesters? I doubt it.
Anyway, not for nothing did I do Junior English all those years ago, probably
a few before you were born, editors, if the truth be known, but don't let that put
you off, so I sat down and read that poem really closely. With magnifying glass
and fine toothed comb, like I was looking for nits on little Leon's (that's my youngest)
head, if you'll pardon the metaphor. Correct me if I'm wrong, but I reckon a misprint
must be obvious, because it'll just be a case of a letter here or there, so that noone notices because it still makes sense, right? So on that basis, here goes.
Is it "blue hills" in the first verse? This makes the line a reference to the well known
ABC radio series, which I am sure our Peter would have heard, even in benighted
Brisbane in the fifties.
Is it "a shallow anus of the tide" in the secondyerse? I mean, an estuary is an
anus of a kind, as it is the sphincter, often constricted, through which the water
from inland voids into the sea as it were. This would also tie in with (I'm sorry,
but in these enlightened times, I must use such a word) the "bottom" in the next
line.
Is it "which lunged about in bamboo concert-rooms" in the next verse? I am sure
you will see that various palm court orchestras, which are well known to frequent
such places, are usually composed of stringed instruments, and therefore this action
is appropriate to such a setting.
Is it "of sandbanks dying from the ebbing tide"? I don't know if I'm right or not,
but I feel this line very strongly, I'm afraid. Everything in this stanza has, to quote
The Bard, a "dying fall", so what's an "r" doing in that line? It's an imposture, if
you ask me.
And what about the word "dinghy" in the next verse's second line? Shouldn't that
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be "the dingy flutter on the tide"? I mean, the poem's set at dusk and all that, and
so the poor fellow can't see all that well, now can he?
As for the last stanza, well, that word with "veil" in it: I just haven't got the time
to send a query to the Alexander Library, as the worms got to our local library's
Cassell's German Dictionary (I'm assuming the word's German, see) not that the
dictionary was all that popular after the war you know. So I'll take a punt on "tone",
as in a "wayward tone/ Has challenged into permanency". If you think about it, there's
a lot of sounds in the poem; pelicans and gulls and so forth.
So there it is. It's one of those. The above, that is. Take your pick, as it were.
I'm sure I'm right somewhere.
PS. I'm too embarrassed to sign my name to this, but if you just care to say in
your next that the Madam from Muckinupin is the fortunate recipient of the
subscription, well, I7l know, even if you don't, and I'll drop you a postcard with
all particulars.
PPS. And ,what about the other one? Now this one I am sure about. On page
fifty two, the eighth line down: "and taking when I was not supposed to." Taking
what I ask you?
PPPS. (They do seem to go on, these Pss, don't they?) Don't be fooled by the
typewriter: I got Maudie at the post office to type it on her IBM. You should have
seen the time I had persuading her to write "The Bard" with two capitals. According
to her, it's capitals for people's names, and god (or God, according to her), but I
won in the end.
PPPPS. Please take country mails into consideration in judging this prize;
Maudie's pretty reliable, but I have taken the chance on Bill, the grain carter, who
has sworn black and blue that he'll drop it off at the Arts Centre on his way to
the North Wharf with the latest load from our selection. Looking forward to seeing
your next W in print.

Editor's Note: All these answers were wrong. The winner of Westerly's "close
reading" competition - in Peter Porter's poem 'The Ecstasy of Estuaries' - is Joyce
Parkes of Darlington, w.A. She noted that the misprint lodged itself in the line which
reads (in its correct version), 'Slaves to the ancient brightness of the sea'. Joyce
Parkes's reward is a free subscription to Westerly in 1988.
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REVIEWS
Robert Drewe, FortWle, Picador, Sydney, 1986.
253P. $9.95.
There is a Borges tale in which the
cartographers of the Empire draw up a map so
detailed that it ends up finally by covering the
territory. As the Empire declines, the map
becomes frayed and finally rots away. All that
remains is the metaphysical beauty of this ruined
abstraction, monument to a pride and a power
which no longer exists. Baudrillard begins his
study of the decay of the image in our time by
recalling this tale.
Abstraction today [he goes on] is no longer
that of the map, the double, the mirror or the
concept ... It is the generation by models of
a real without origin or reality: a hyperreal.
The territory no longer precedes the map, nor
survives it. Henceforth it is the map that
precedes the territory ... it is the map that
engenders the territory and if we were to
revive the fable today, it would be the territory
whose shreds are slowly rotting across the
map. I

One way to make sense of a text is to give it
a context, and the context of Fortune, Robert
Drewe's most recent novel, is this kind of world,
the Post-Modernist world, in which maps are
more important than territories, reputations
than actions, words and sketches than facts.
Here human intention gives way to sensation and
living becomes a spectator sport. All novels have
to do with, indeed depend upon, a certain
conception of reality, Tristram Shandy and Such
is life on one kind of definition and
Middlemarch and Madame Bovary on another.
Fortune's reception has been problematic though significantly, less so in the USA than
here in Australia - probably for this reason,
that it challenges, even at times teases, its
readers'sense of reality. It is prefaced with a note
about maps and mapping and insists on the
historical truth of the name, the Fortuyn, given
to the sunken treasure ship so important to the
story, yet it notes also that the Fortuyn
disappeared from history after she left the Cape
of Good Hope on 18th January 1724. This note,
moreover, is the preface to the story in which it
plays such an important part, becomes
something larger than life. This back-projection
of the future is, of course, the logic of postmodernism, a logic in which referents are swept
away by signs, and the real, first doubled and
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then dis-located, rots away across the imaginary
map.
The first chapter announces this dislocation,
opening with an image of the hyperreal, Spargo
coming up to the surface, "in a frenzy", holding,
of all things an elephant tusk from the wreck:
'A long swim from Africa,' they said.
He lay on his back panting and laughing up
at the pink streaked sky. The sea stretched
tautly around them, the silver skin. On the
horizon the sun was a red whale ready to
die.(lS)

A scene like this demands a different kind of
reading, away from the isolation of the naked
encounter of reader with a naked text. Its
context, the social and historical conditions of
reading and writing, matter and must be taken
into account. A merely linguistic analysis will not
do either, not even if it is historical and certainly
not if it is anti historical. What is at issue, in fact,
is the matter of perception and beyond that, the
condition of narrative itself.
This is clear from the way the story continually
escapes from its would-be narrator, the young
journalist who bears all kinds of resemblances
to the author, Robert Drewe, himself. But the
point of these resemblances is to dismiss them,
since reference is only a distraction in a world
in which what matters is the artifical. Similarly,
the point of the young journalist's confidence in
his power to tell Spargo's story, to "tell it like it
was," lies in its subversion. It is not just that
journalism, with its focus on fact and accuracy,
could not begin to tell the story, "couldn't cope
with the subject, let alone the links between the
characters and their ramifications ", (18) nor that
it tends to impugn its own words, "to draw the
reader's attention to what in the day's or week's
happenings the editors deem most important"
(234). Rather it is that there is some force in the
story itself which takes control. "Officially the
reporter was simply the recorder of events, the
objective conduit, but events had a habit of
including the messenger in the disorder" (143).
Levinson, the cartoonist, is another example.
Jewish, he first appears towards the end of
World War II studying architecture in Pisa ironically but significantly known for its Leaning
Tower: "Einstein had remarked on the Tower
being a beautiful symbol for the fact that human
beings couldn't foresee the social implications of
their work" (42-3). Levinson's great fear is reality.
He is afraid that what he draws might eventually
become a building:
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He had drunken student nightmares of his
apartment blocks crumbling, his skyscrapers
rent by fissures, of sheets of plate-glass
popping from the windows of his office
buildings and spearing into the city crowds.
(42)

So he becomes a cartoonist, working for Life
and turning history into drawings, living by his
work of make-believe, of "bluff and subterfuge."
It is this which brings him in 1962 to Perth on
its entrance into the world of images as the "City
of Light", the isolated city which turned on all
its lights for the American astronaut, John
Glenn, passing overhead:
Every living room, kitchen and street lamp
blazed. One hundred and twenty five miles
up Glenn saw the glow, remarked on it from
his capsule, and thanked the people for their
gesture. (38)

But Levinson's arrival in Perth is not really
his own choice - the game involves its players,
as the narrative suggests:
Henry Luce [Lifes proprietor] has also seen
the glow. It was suggested that Levinson
might like to visit this warm-hearted,
astronaut-welcoming, American-loving
town. Someone from NASA remarked,
winking, that Gordon Cooper has greatly
enjoyed the social life there while manning the
space tracking stating for Glenn's flight and
doing a little astronaut public relations.
Someone else said that Perth was the most
remote western city in the world. This gave
it more curiosity value. life liked the whole
idea of Australia and this was Australia in
essence. (38)

Life folds, Levinson becomes involved in
politics through the woman he falls in love with.
After she has been crippled in an attack on her
life, he arrives with her, this time as a kind of
refugee, to live in Western Australia, according
to the logic of the story, at Treasure Point, where
Spargo discovered the wreck, and makes his
living by designing T-shirts for tourists. Like the
narrator who is in a sense rewritten by the story
he attempts to tell, Levinson, the cartoonist,
becomes a figure in the great cartoon of history.
The traditional understanding which tied "truth"
and "meaning" to those who set out to master
them gives way in the world of the novel - as
perhaps in the world about us. Drewe signals the
invasion of contemporary experience by the
random, the incommensurable, the diverse, the
contradictory and the inexplicable with the
narrator's reflections on what he calls the
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"ricochet principle". He first discovers this
principle, as a boy, in a comic book, the Lone
Avenger, which each month featured a find-thebullet contest, based on the ricochet principle,
in which the task was to work out the angle of
deflection, guess the route taken by the bullet
and mark its final resting place. Later, reflecting
on his struggle to make sense of Spargo's story,
it occurs to the narrator that this principle has
a wider application:
Investigative reporting or indeed writing a
traditional novel, is ... largely a matter of
attaining the continuous line of making the
connections, of maintaining the flow of
narrative. It's rather like joining the numbers
one to two to three and so on in a child's dotto-dot puzzle and discovering a giraffe. (48)

The ricochet principle is associated with the
comic strip, hooded figure of vengeance, halfcomic but also half-deadly serious (his inventor,
Len Lawson, is involved in a bizarre series of
sexual escapades, prison escapes and finally a
murder, which also tangentially involve Caroline
Castles, one of the women in Spargo's story).
The description of the Lone Ranger has
overtones, not only of blind fate but also of the
darker side of contemporary history:
Despite the heat in the desert country to
which he brought summary justice, the Lone
Avenger wore a hood covering his entire head
and tucked into his shirt collar. Only the eyeholes were cut out. We never saw him eat or
drink or - of course not - kiss. On top of
the hood he wore his Stetson. When his hat
was knocked off in a fight, or when he was
indoors, the hood gave him a pointy-headed
look like a Klu-Klux-Klansman (50).

As Ricoeur remarks, writing, as distinct from
speech, involves a suspension of the ostensive,
of reference to what is actually the case, in favour
of a second order of reference, in this case, to
ideas and stories about fate as well as about
history, ideas and stories which cannot be
disclosed by direct description but which in fact
are the novel's central concern. This concern is
reflected in the novel's plot, in the coincidences
which bring so many desparate people and so
many different stories so improbably together,
in the discontinuities of their telling and in the
narrator's inability to piece them together or
understand what is happening. What holds them
all together is, in fact, the "ricochet principle",
not human intention or understanding. At best
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the narrator is a spectator. When he becomes a
participant he loses control.
This loss of control seems to affect Fortune's
readers as well. Few novels released with the
flourish it had have received such inconsequential, almost bemused reviews - as if reviewers
were struggling not just to find something to say
but also to find what was being said in the novel.
This may partly have had to do with the novel's
setting. Even at the height of America's Cup
fever, events in Perth seem something which
other Australians find strangely uninteresting,
provincial in the extreme and irrelevant to their
concerns. But it may be also that they have failed
to perceive that it is these concerns which are in
question, that Drewe's imagination has escaped
ahead of them into a future which has, in effect,
become the present. Drewe realises what few
other Australian writers do: that we are now part
of the Post-Modernist world, a world in which
nature is turned into artifice, is no longer
something given, there before we set our imprint
on it, but something we have fabricated. The
territory, and with it the contextless and
particular individual will, as Baudrillard notes,
are subsumed into, even produced by, the map.
Spargo, the novel's central character, is the type
of post-modernist man, Cosmopolitan, always
on the move, someone whose pleasure, it seems,
is not so much to arrive as not to be in anyone
place, to be simultaneously everywhere,2
meaning contracts for him into his own fantasy
of power, adventure, pleasure and celebrity.
Made by the media, he is unmade by his refusal
to bow out gracefully, to change his part. His
death in prison the night before the verdict is
brought down which will find him innocent of
the crimes attributed to him - officially suicide
but actually murder - is in a sense a logical
conclusion. There is no part left for him in the
scenario over which in the long run he has no
control and never has had. Moreover, its basis
has always been in violence - Spargo first made
his name as a teenager, spoiling for war but too
young to enlist, by blowing up a wreck which
was blocking Wyndham harbour. The fact that
here, as elsewhere, this fear is reflected in life the Sydney Morning Herald (9th January 1987)
featured a story of a Kununnurra identity
"Gelignite Jim", also an expert in explosives,
underlies this point.
It is this kind of glancing allusion to the world
of fact which troubles many readers and critics,
and leads them to accuse Drewe of being a"mere
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journalist", writing a mere roman a clef about
Perth millionaires, police corruption, a
psychiatrist who practices deep-sleep therapy
from which several patients die, and even the
suicide in jail. But this is to miss the point, that
post-modernism threatens the connection
between facts and fiction, and renders us
incapable of penetrating the space that has been
established between them. It thus traps us within
a world that has been made for us by those who
control our imaginations. The narrator's attempt
to tell the story, however unsuccessfully, matters,
therefore, because it contests the fantasy,
attempts to make some connection with fact,
with personal, even social understanding.
Barthes' notion of myth as a second-order
semiological system, a system of meanings
established by the powerful to support and
enlarge their rule comes to mind here. It is
important to reconnect these meanings to the
relations of domination they serve to sustain.
Not of course, that the narrator is very
successful. His narrative ends, as it begins, out
of his control, with a return to the image of
Spargo bursting to the surface with his elephant's
tusk. But this time we see through another's eyes,
Caroline Castles'. In that sense it is possible that
Spargo has become a human being, since as
Todorov argues 3 it is only in another human
being that one finds an aesthetically and
ethically convincing experience of finitude and
finitude. This sense of limit is precisely the
opposite ofthe Post-Modernist infinity of desire.
As so often happens, the narrative has escaped
from the narator's control. But this time records
some progress.
It also concludes the story in an open-ended
way, undercutting the logic of narrative in favour
of that of life. Throughout more passive than
active, the narrator bows out here. The origins
of his story remain inscrutable. Omniscience
implies a story already finished, allows us, in
Benjamin's phrase, to warm our "lives upon a
death about which we read." But here we are left
aware of unanswered questions. The notion of
fiction as something autonomous and complete
in itself gives way and with it the accompanying
commodification not only of literature and
culture but also of people. To a large extent
Spargo is a product as the newspapers which
invent him, the invention of a journalist on the
look out for a good story, life turned into
spectacle in order to sell newspapers and attract
advertisers. To complain, therefore, that the
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characters are shadowy and place only lightly
suggested is to complain about the point being
made with the description of showy millionaires,
glittering social occasions, sunshine, gardens,
river and the broad expanse of the Indian Ocean.
Perth figures here as the place of sheer
irreference, of human emptiness in the midst of
material abundance, life turned into artifice, of
Cartesian extension where "I think" or, better,
"I imagine" replaces "I am." Society breaks down
into a drifting multiplicity of impression and
suggestion, anchored, where they are anchored,
in stereotypes of feeling and action rather than
any personal choice. The personal gives way to
the process, and the line in constant movement
which is the source of Levinson's success as a
cartoonist. Yet in the long run Levinson's life, like
Spargo's and perhaps also the narrator's, comes
to a point, and his reflection at that moment
perhaps constitutes the positive moment of the
novel, its recognition scene to use Aristotle's
term for it. Reflecting on the difference between
a line and a point he concludes with where he
actually is, in the body, which "has length and
breadth and depth." (197) If Fortune perhaps is
not a novel for people concerned with
abstractions it is a novel for people with
bodies, prepared to acknowledge the importance
of the bodily, the specific, the confused and the
determined. For this reason, though also for its
technical mastery and for the complex social and
philosophical issues it hints at and bears so
lightly, Fortune is an important novel. It offers
a way out from the merely personal and
psychological and reestablishes the novelist's
claim to make maps, describe a world, and, in
so doing, to restore the territory it describes.
Veronica Brady
NOTES
I.
2.

3.

Jean Baudrillard, Simulations. Translated by Paul Foss, Paul Patton and
Philip Benchman. New York. Semiotexte, 1983. 2.
laina Chambers. "Maps for the Metropolis: A Possible Guide to the Present,"
Cultural Studies, I. II January 1987. 1-2.
Quoted by Tzvetan Todorov in Mikhail Bakhtin: The Oialogk Principle.
Translated Wlad Godzice. Manchester, University of Minnesota Press 1984,
95.

Edmund Campion, Australian Catholics,
Viking, Penguin Books Australia Ltd, 1987,
280pp, $19.95.
Australian Catholics has no preface or other
form of self-description; although the dust-jacket
bears the sub-title "The Contribution of
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Catholics to the Development of Australian
Society", these words are absent from the title
page. The jacket sleeve promises "a significant
rewriting of Australian Catholic history",
focussing on "the everyday lives of lay men and
women rather than the concerns of bishops and
other religious professionals." Yet on p. 169 the
author explains that "the story of the
Santamaria movement after 1957... lies
outside the scope of this book" because from that
time "the NCC did not speak with the authority
of the church. It could not compel consciences
as the Movement had once done." Such a
passage suggests that despite the publisher's
claims, Fr. Campion actually does define his
difficult subject in relation to the episcopacy. The
true focus of his book is institutional - the
parish, the diocese, the religious orders and the
lay associations of all kinds. Whilst there is
interest and value in the resulting survey of this
changing scene, there is no extensive reappraisal.
In some ways, it must be regarded as a missed
opportunity.
Clearly, some restrictive definition was
necessary if the entire history of Australian
Catholics was to fit into less than three hundred
pages. Campion deserves credit for not having
hunted out famous Catholics in the manner of
the Melbourne Advocate, which used to print
the name of a Catholic placed second in a
competition, but omit the winner. He chooses
instead to concentrate within the fold, arguing
that Catholics founded and consolidated their
own distinctive culture within Australia, one
which has grown more tolerant and pluralist
only in recent years. The problem is that his
method of selection naturally tends to
underwrite his thesis. Australian Catholic
society is made to seem more introverted than
it actually was. One can't help noticing the
relative absence of figures whose gifts were more
to Australia than to Catholicism. Paddy
Hannan, Jack Dyer, John Wren and Margaret
Court are absent from these pages, though their
names and achievements are generally known,
whereas those of Polding, Ullathorne and
Guildford Young are not, however great their
importance. Amongst writers, James McAuley
appears for his hymns and his work on the
Jerusalem Bible, but 'Ern Malley' does not.
Neither does Les A. Murray, nor the
incomparable Francis Webb, an omission that
reveals much. Even when he gives the name,
Campion's analysis of the contribution IS
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weighted towards ecclesia. Dr. Percy Jones is
mentioned as a force in liturgical reform, but not
as a major (and controversial) collector of
Australian folk-song. Reference is made to
Newman College, Melbourne for its "atmosphere of high seriousness" (a bafflingjudgement,
that); we do not learn that it was one of Walter
Burley Griffin's most important commissions.
Many such oversights strengthen the misleading
impression of a Catholic community responsive
only to itself.
To be fair, Campion does provide plenty of
material to support his main theme of a Catholic
"world within the largest world of Australia"
(p.90). He need scarcely have gone past Dr.
Rumble's Radio Replies. Based on broadcasts
made in Sydney, they sold seven million copies
worldwide from 1934 to 1968, when the Doctor
retired. Campion offers this specimen as typical:
Question: Do you know of any good in Luther?
Reply: Intellectually, not much. He declared that reason was
of the devil, and that the Christian must regard it as his
greatest enemy. Morally, less still .... That Luther indulged
his vices and concupiscences is clear from his writings ...
(p.136)

To read Dr. Rumble is to discover the satirical
world of Flann O'Brien brought to life. Campion
records these "confident certainties" with a
degree of nostalgic affection, but disguises
neither their absurdity nor their meanness. On
other occasions, however, he plays the apologist
himself, as when the describes the pamphlets of
the Australian Catholic Truth Society as "a
modest but effective lay people's library" (p.l3l).
What if the lay people in question had higher
secondary education, or university degrees?
What if their modest collections also included
Everymans and Pelicans? In such cases, they
may well have enjoyed Fr. D'Arcy on The
Problem of Evil, but probably found Daniel A.
Lord S.J. and his I Can Read Anything (a
defence of the Papal Index) somewhat less than
effective. We are told, in ambiguous syntax, that
"for many Catholics, the Knights of the
Southern Cross [a quasi-Masonic secret society]
was a necessary defensive arm" (p.l20), but not
why many other Catholics refused to have
anything to do with it. The faithful remained
more discriminating than Fr. Campion gives
them credit for.
The author is conventional in his judgement
of what were the important Catholic issues. To
some extent, his emphasis on Ireland,
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conscription, education and the Movement is
unavoidable. These were all of vital importance,
and all of them set Catholics apart from the
community at large in a way that the recent
debates on birth control and abortion have not.
We are helpfully reminded that conscription
caused rifts within Catholic circles as well. There
were those like T.J. Ryan, Premier of
Queensland, who supported the war but not
conscription, and those who had always aligned
themselves with Empire. An Old Xaverian,
writing back to Melbourne from the Boer War,
rejoiced at having seen "the cream of the
fighting", whilst in Sydney a product of St
Joseph's, Hunter's Hill called it "an inglorious
and one-sided struggle" (p.68). Like the ALP
crisis of the 'fifties, the conscription debate had
the effect of making Catholics seem from the
outside a more homogeneous bunch than they
ever actually were.
One could wish, nevertheless, that Campion
had trailed his net a little wider and also enquired
what Australian Catholics thought of the
Shearers' Strike, the White Australia Policy,
Jack Lang's removal from office, or the
execution of Ronald Ryan. His discussion of the
'sixties, for example, is largely devoted to the
developing role of the laity after Vatican II. Yet
whilst we hear much about Humanae Vitae and
changes in the Mass, nothing is said of events
like Jack Galbally's marathon series of private
member's bills that brought the end of capital
punishment in Victoria. In this instance, as in
many others, a lay person was well ahead of the
diocese in concern for human rights. Does that
make the achievement somehow less 'Catholic'?
In general, one looks in vain for details of
Catholic involvement in such obvious areas as
the hotel industry, the police, horse-racing, law
and real estate. Those stories deserved to be
recorded also, along with the Perpetual Novena
and the Apostleship of Prayer.
Despite these failings, Australian Catholics
has many strong points. Campion gives the
humbler religious congregations and the church
mavericks, religious and lay, a fair share of
attention. And he is forthright about the often
negative role of the episcopacy, as in the story
of Mercy Sister Ursula Frayne and her argument
with Bishop Brady in Perth: "I was really
frightened at the effect those simple words had
upon his Lordship," wrote Frayne. "Were he not
a bishop I would say he became enraged." (p.38)
One of the strongest themes throughout the book
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is the insecurity of the higher clergy in the face
of initiative, especially from women. Their
posturings strangely replicate the 'larger world'
of Bligh, Macarthur, Macquarie and Bigge.
James Quinn, first Bishop of Brisbane, also
lorded it over the Mercies: "I am a sacred person.
I have been ordained and received the Holy
Ghost; anyone attacking my character commits
a most gross and sacrilegious act." Archbishop
Mannix was much less stupid but scarcely less
oppressive in his relations with the Catholic
Women's Social Guild. Campion might have
added Bishop Muldoon's headline-making
attacks on an American nun in the 1960's; at
least by that time, as he shows, few regarded the
bishop as sacred.
The picture remains that of a raffie-ticketbuying laity, generously supporting parish
church and school, but often rebuffed for their
pains. One of Campion's most representative
stories is taken from David Rankin's History of
the Music at St Francis' Church. St Francis'
mixed lay choir was renowned in Melbourne.
The young Nellie Mitchell (Melba) and Amy
Castles had sung for it, but clerical anxiety and
a delayed Vatican reform finally expelled the
dreaded females in 1936. Campion includes a
photograph of the choir singing its last piece, the
anthem Regnum Terrae, which they had
nicknamed 'Reign of Terror' in honour of the
new choirmaster. Thirty years later, new Vatican
reforms had the church pondering how best to
'involve' the laity in worship.
Within its limits, Australian Catholics is a fine
book, with an extremely good, up to date list of
supplementary sources, many of them littleknown. Campion illuminates numerous areas of
Catholic activity that might easily have been
overlooked. Nevertheless, the broader history of
'the contribution of Catholics to the
development of Australian society' remains to be
written.
Andrew Lynch

Kirpal Singh (ed.), The Writer's Sense oj the
Past. Essays on Southeast Asian and
Australian Literature. Singapore, Singapore
University Press, xvi, 233. $15.00.
Having recently attended in Perth the Third
Seminar in Australian, Southeast Asian and
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Pacific writing, it was a timely request to be
asked to review the selected papers from the
second of these research-oriented seminars
which had been held in October 1984 and to test
some observations that I had taken away from
the Perth Seminar. I left the recent Seminar with
a sense of: the value of small, specialised
gatherings organised around a theme; the
diversity of this area of the New Literatures; mild
concern that so few scholars who were
presumably working in this area ventured into
cross-cultural papers or chose to write on
authors or topics outside their national
literature; and, genuine concern about what
seemed to be in some quarters a numbing
complacency about, or disregard for, the
theoretical discussions currently engaging
students in the areas of literary and cultural
studies. This last observation arises out of a
conviction that, because the so-called 'New
Literatures' are at the very cutting edge of
comtemporary writing, they have the potential
to raise issues of abolsutely crucial critical
importance to contemporary debates. I am not
suggesting that we become modish, but that we
engage with, and not dismiss as irrelevant, these
theoretical challenges, for to do so is, I believe,
damaging to the development of the discussion
of the New Literatures.
The Writer s Sense ofthe Past brings together
twenty essays and four statements by
participating authors on the theme indicated in
the title. The essays range through Malaysian,
Singaporean, Papua-New Guinea, Australian,
New Zealand, and Indo-English writing in
English, and include work on all the genres,
including autobiography. It is a good, at times
exciting, selection of papers and, given the
understandable pressures in putting together a
selection, there are only two or three essays that
don't meet the high standards of the rest of the
book.
It is difficult to omit the key-note address, for
example, and Burton Raffels does make two
points which were to be taken up by subsequent
papers; first, the long gestation period involved
in producing what may be spoken of as a
significant national literary (or musical, artistic)
culture when dominated by another culture;
and, secondly, the importance in such a body of
work of a diverse writing, now often forgotten,
but which should be of continuing interest to
contemporary readers.
Implicit, also, in Raffels' essay is that a writer's
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sense of the past is created through a sense of
place. This is Dorothy Jones' point in her
synthesising essay on evocations of the past in
a group of Australian poets which, together with
Raffels', forms the frame for the academic
papers. Like Veronica Kelly, in her fine essay on
some aspects of nineteenth-century Australian
drama, Jones sees the past as living and paying
into the present and future. The past is a site for
continual exploration, which, in this year of the
Bicentenary - these notes are being written on
26 January - it serves Australians well to
remember.
Inevitably, for the writing which is the subject
of most of the essays in this collection the
historical past involves considerations of
colonialism and post-colonialism, of possession
and dispossession, displacement. These issues
pre-occupy, in particular, Ee Tiang Hong,
'History as Myth in Malaysian Poetry in
English'; William McGaw, 'The Sense of the
Past in Pre-Independence Papua New Guinea
Poetry'; and Shirley Walker, 'The Cry for the
Dead - Judith Wright and the Aborigines'.
McGaw sets up a tension between an 'Edenic
Past' and a present figured as 'Adam's Exile'in
which the images of loss and isolation from an
integrated past find their source in the 'historical
basis [of] colonization and war ... .' Shirley
Walker offers a sensitive reading of a group of
Judith Wright's poems in the context of her
family, The Cry for the Dead.
As is the way with the careful construction of
this collection - and providing readers with
some indication of how the intimate seminar
may work Ee, himself a poet and
foregrounded in Kirpal Singh's introduction,
draws into the fabric of his essay Wong Phui
Nam and Muhammed Naji Salleh, both of
whom were at the Seminar. And Muhammed's
essay, 'Oral Elements in Modern Malaysian
Literature', runs back-to-back with Ee's study,
fitting it like a glove. One's ending - that reader
and writer alike must make 'continual
adjustment[s] to changing reality' is the other's
beginning: 'For many a Malaysian writer the
literary past is also a contemporary reality. This
is the opening to an excellent essay on the
simultaneous presence and inter-penetration of
oral and written cultures in modern Malaysian
fiction.
Filling out the short section on Malaysian
writing is Ghulam Sarwar Yousof's absorbing
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piece on the feudal hero in modern Malaysian
drama.
Of the twenty essays only four, by McGaw,
Syd Harrex, Yasmine Gooneratne, and Jack
Bennett, engage with cross-cultural criticism
but, in each case, these are refreshing and
absorbing encounters. Each exposes the crucial
need for anyone working in the area of the New
Literatures to have a comprehensive grasp of the
.social, historical and cultural contexts out of
which a writing is made: the central point of
Harrex's witty essay on Tora Dutt's and Kamala
Das's poetry as he draws out some problems
which seem 'generic in Indo-English poetry.'
Yasmine Gooneratne calls on her own
experience as a poet and biographer to read the
vital 'houses' in novels by V.S. Naipaul and R.K.
Narayan. This is a stimulating essay; speCUlative
and scholarly. Her reading of the significance of
The Vendor of Sweets for Narayan's
autobiography, My Days, demands our
attention. At the same time she reminds us that
writing is more than black lines on white paper.
Like Bruce and Jack Bennett, David English,
and Vincent O'Sullivan in their papers, she will
not cast the author out of the text, seeing both
Narayan and Naipaul ridding personal ghosts in
their portrayal of the family house.
Similarly, Jack Bennett argues that the
thematic parallels which he finds between Willa
Cather and 'Henry Handel Richardson' have
their source in an autobiographical pressure that
contributes to the complexity of vision in each
writer's work. Then, generalizing beyond the
specific instances, he contends, that, whereas the
American writer turns to the past as a 'source
of nostalgia Australian writers can find no such
solace', lacking the 'inspiration or the illusion of
an ideal past.'
Linked also to Yasmine Gooneratne's paper
is Vincent O'Sullivan's on James K. Baxter, for
they share a concern for the language ~
O'Sullivan sees Baxter in his late poems driving
his language back to a 'new bareness' - and a
refusal to divorce the poet from the poem.
O'Sullivan will not divide the public from the
private man, 'the utterance from the personality',
and in making this assertion, he is, of course,
engaging with a contemporary debate; one
which is central to David English's important
essay on Thomas Keneally. English sees Keneally
as an 'omniscient, self-conscious writer [whose]
produce becomes a self-created momentary
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order with which he can have a reflexive
dialogue.' [n this view, Keneally is an author
quite unable 'to relinquish authorship', unlike,
say, Patrick White. This refusal to relinquish
authorial control over his material leads to
Keneally's interest in the past since, as Keneally
has put it, the past is 'less confusing than the
present. Historians have already reduced it to
some understandable unity for us'.
English's essay takes its place within a group
of nine on Australian topics which are
introduced by Lolo Houbein's 'tourist guide' to
ethnic writing in which 'retrievals of the past' are
central, and, in addition to the essays by
Dorothy Jones, Veronica Kelly and Shirley
Walker, includes Rob Sellick's reading of certain
'maps of exile' in a brace of recent Australian
novels, two essays on Les Murray, and a
deconstructive reading of some colonial painters
and diarists. In the main, it is among these essays
- I would want to include those by Ee,
Gooneratne, and O'Sullivan in this observation
- that contemporary theoretical issues are most
overtly engaged with.
John Hay argues that letters, journals and
'painterly acts of denomination' require the same
vigorous interpretation that is applied to more
explicitly metaphorical genres: no less than
novels and poems, non-fictive prose contains
what Paul de Man called 'areas of blindness'.
That is, that they also contain what Hay calls
'a fundamental intertextuality' and include 'the
metonymy / metaphor dichotomy, and the
distinction between literal and figural language
that it implies'. If Hay is committed to a literary
context, Bruce Bennett's is social and historical.
His readers must learn what they can about the
'given (the experiences to which a writer has
been exposed)' and about what the writers have
appropriated and transformed.
It is perhaps Bennett's essay on Les Murray
and Peter Porter, more than any other single
paper, that draws the threads of the collection
together. He confronts directly what is meant by
a writer appropriating the past: 'a writer
constructs his or her version of the past,
selectively, from the range of experiences open
to him or her: always something is given,
something taken and transformed by the writer.'
What informs the 'versions of the past' offered
up by these two poets, he contends is 'their
developing perception of themselves as
expatriate and patriot, respectively' and such a
consideration, he notes, pointedly, includes
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'biographical and social factors which relate to
their work.' And, working quietly but quite
compellingly with the Athenianj Boeotian
contrast that Murray had established between
Porter and himself, Bennett draws out the
different 'centres of gravity and belief' between
the two poets. Murray's is dramatized by his
recourse to the imagery of nature, while Porter's
IS more
tortured, [ more] fraught with the possibilities
of failure and the loss of identity ... [a
poetry informed] often by a satiric persona
expressing Porter's sense of displacement, his
search for the lost emotional centre, beside
which all other paradises seem artificial.
[n an essay which nicely complements
Bennett's paper, Andrew Taylor looks at
Murray's 'Boeotian culture', suggesting that he
sees in it something akin to an aboriginal culture;
'a resource of immeasurable value for us all',
While he does not find in Murray's poetry 'the
mythic atemporality of Aboriginal poetry',
Taylor argues that he is nevertheless 'sustained
by a sense of a past which is felt to be less past,
and more contemporaneous, than in the work
of most of his contemporaries'. Taylor pushes his
reading to the important insight that because of
this eternal presence of the past, Murray's 'sense
of the past rarely emerges in narrative.' He
locates in the poetry 'a historical, psychological
and even a spiritual equilibrium', an ever-present
human experience informing everything. But, he
notes (and Taylor's questioning of the ideology
which consciously or unconsciously underwrites
Murray's poetry is apposite), this 'human
experience' is 'remarkably male.' Indeed,
Murray's 'city' is often feminine.
There must have been a temptation for Taylor
to end his essay at this point. This is only the
half of it, however, since Murray's evocation of
a personal past is less easily discerned. It is
characterized, argues taylor, by 'a painful and
premature intrusion of absence', the death of the
poet's mother when he was only thirteen, and
this leads to a fundamental and 'inseparable'
contradiction in his sense of the past. But that
is surely the way it is. If these essays suggest
anything it is that while we must be continually
re-opening the past, it will never be recaptured
whole and complete.
The selection concludes with diverse and
diverting 'Statements' by F. Sionil Jose from the
Philippines, Wong Phui Nam and K.S. Maniam
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from Malaysia, and Edwin Thumboo, the
Singaporean poet and academic. From these
many voices, writers and scholars may come to
understand that the writer's sense of the past is
not found in some 'babble about resuscitatingj

A New Voice

The Dead' (Ee Tiang Hong) but is to be seen
as a means of bearing the present and the future.

James Wieland
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CONNIE BARBER - is a Sydney born painter and writer whose poems have been published widely
in Australian literary magazines.
ERIC BEACH - well-known Melbourne poet, interested in jazz and blues music, and poetry that
is technically experimental.
LAWRENCE BOURKE - is a researcher in the English Department at the University of Queensland.
VERONICA BRADY - is a senior lecturer in the English Department at the University of W.A;
she has published widely in Australian literature.
DAVID BROOKS - teaches at the Australian National University. His latest book is The Book of
Sei.
DAVID BUCHANAN - has had previous work published in rtCsterlyand is a member of a jazz
combination.
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bureaucracy. This is his first published story.
BRUCE DAWE - one of Australia's most highly regarded poets, Bruce Dawe teaches at the Dafling
Downs Institute of Advanced Education.
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book forthcoming later this year.
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works in film and television and is undertaking postgraduate research

ANNE LLOYD - has returned to full-time newspaper journalism after spending a year on a Literature
Board Grant.
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at the University of Western Australia.
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STEPHEN OLIVER - is a New Zealand poet now resident in Sydney. He has published five books
of poetry, and works as an ABC network newsreader.
FIONA PLACE - has a B.A from Sydney University and has produced a community education
video for the NSW Department of Health.
DAVID REITER - is a lecturer in professional writing at Canberra C.AE. and has published in
a number of Australian journals and magazines.

PHILLIP ROE - works in the area of industrial relations and studies part time. He lives in Perth
and this is the first story he has had published.
HAZEL ROWLEY - teaches literature at Deakin University. She is writing a biography of Christina
Stead.
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Australia', Westerly no. 2, June 1988.
$5 per issue; $16 per annum (posted)

*

Colin Johnson, Dalwurra, the Black Bittern - a contemporary Aboriginal poetry
cycle, introduced by Colin Johnson with an Afterword by Veronica Brady.
$10.95 ($8 to Assoc. Members)

*

Vincent O'Sullivan (ed.), The Unsparing Scourge: Australian Satirical Texts 1845-1860
- an edition of six satiric texts of early colonial Australia.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

*

Bruce Bennett (ed.), A Sense of Exile: Essays in the Literature of the Asia-Pacific
Region - new essays in the literature of exile in our region.
$12.95 ($10 to Assoc. Members)

To become an Associate Member of CSAL, send $10 plus payment at discount rates for
any of the above publications, to The Secretary, Centre for Studies in Australian Literature,
The University of Western Australia, 6009.
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Autumn reading from the West's
senIOr book publisher UWAP
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THE LYRE IN THE PAWNSHOP
Essays on Literature and Survival 1974-1984
FAY ZWICKY ,
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$14.50, ISBN 085564 267 X

A selection of the author's most incisive articles on many of the best-known contemporary Australian writers and critics.
reappralsmg the parochial values of their writings and their readers in the light of International intellectual concerns,
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DONALD BROADRIBB

$15.00 (pb), ISBN 085564 2637

Dreams have fascinated mankind for all of known hiStory, The goal of this book is to enable people to learn to understand
the language of dreams and thereby encounter and comprehend the other half of themselves, This work will be of value to
the ordmary individual who wants or needs to enlarge self-understanding and move toward emotional equilibrium.

BRIAN de GARIS, editor
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$40.00 (c1.), ISBN 085564283
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THE AUSTRALIAN SCAPEGOAT:
Towards an Antipodean Aesthetic
PETER FULLER
Foreword by Bernard Smith
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~
$14.50 (pb), ISBN 0855642459
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UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA PRESS
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Peter Fuller is an art critic with an established international reputation. His association with Australia began in 1982. when
he delivered the Power Lecture there. This book reflects not only his dissatisfaction with modernism in art, and in cultural
life. generally, but also the way in which Australia and its landscape have influenced him.
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This account of the recent history of one university can be read for inSight into the experience of the whole university
sector in Australia-the boom of the 1960s and early 1970s and the constraints and painful adjustments which followed.
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CAMPUS IN THE COMMUNITY:
The University of Western Australia, 1961-1987
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THE DREAM STORY
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ORDER THROUGH YOUR BOOKSELLER
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